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The University Store Co
Co-ordinated Desk Accessories
Blue leather-like material embossed with Gold
University of M aine Seal.
Desk Pads

$1.96

Book Ends

$1.96

Loose Leaf Photo Album

3.49

File Boxes-3" x 5"

2.49

with specially designed Fillers &
Guides for Addresses & Phone Numbers

Scrapbook-14" x 11"

3.49

Wastebasket-Metal

2.49

Anew shipment from Germany—

The Stein with the Pewter Lid
Embossed with Maine Bear & Stein Sons

5.95
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chance

to d iscu ss
y o u r e sta te
w ith y o u
a n d y o u r a tto r n e y
Make sure your family will enjoy
full benefit of your estate.
One of our experienced Trust Officers
will gladly explain how our services
can help you and your attorney
carry out your exact wishes.
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An enterprising entertainment group, the Maine Steiners, face you on
our cover. The singers do not officially represent your State University, but
they are organized to perform in Maine spirit, with earnest effort and
through excellent talent. Members of the Steiners, standing left to right
are: Larry Libby ’62, David Sweet '62, Marty McHale '63, Robert Wasson
'63, Wayne Wibby, Spec., Ray Berg '62; and. kneeling top to bottom of the
photo are: John Mitchell '61, Frank Morrison '61, George Blouin '61. Di
rector. Ray Berg is President: Dave Sweet. Business Manager; Frank Mor
rison, Publicity Director; and John Mitchell, Librarian. Members Gary Sage
'61, Lin Billings '62 and Gene Elliott '63 were not present when this picture
was made.
The Maine Steiners have sung for many* groups on and off campus.
They have performed for the Maine Day Skit, for student rallies, for the
Auto Show of 1960, and have been booked for alumni meetings. Their
success is evidently growing and is based upon strict discipline about prepara
tion and practice and the best of knowledge about good showmanship. They
are led by their director and are guided in all of their affairs by their own
organization.

Alumni Trustees
Raymond H. Fogler '15
Mrs. Rena C. Bowles ’21

Alumni Council
Mrs. Winifred C. Anderson ’35
Frank C. Brown ’30
Henry T. Carey ’22
Clifton E. Chandler '13
Arthur T. Forrestall ’33
John F. Grant ’48
M. Eleanor Jackson ’20
Mrs. Emilie K. Josselyn ’21
Parker F. Leonard ’50
Alfred B. Lingley ’20
Clifford G. Mclntire ’30
Robert B. McLeary ’42
Robert W. Nelson ’45
Albert S. Noyes ’24
Carlton B. Payson ’41
George A. Potter ’20
Mrs. Barbara L. Raymond ’37
Mrs. Winona C. Sawyer ’43
Robert P. Schoppe ’38
Ermo H. Scott ’31
Stanwood R. Searles ’34
Edward C. Sherry ’38
Thomas N. Weeks '16 (Law)

Maine is proud of its tradition of singing, is unique for its stirring “Stein
Song." It is fortunate to have this keen young bunch of musicians, first
organized at the University of Maine at Portland, now perpetuating the
tradition at Orono, keeping alive in name and in talent— the wonderful
spirit that most of us recall from our college days.
A tradition of educational leadership also exists at the State University
of Maine. Since 1875 participation in that leadership has been a valued
responsibility of University of Maine Alumni with the State of Maine, and
with the Board of Trustees and the President. The alumni were first orga
nized at a meeting August 5, 1875. A t the second annual meeting, August 1,
1876, various articles of association were considered and adopted. In the
preamble to those articles was the statement: “The object of this Association
is to promote the prosperity of the college and to foster among the graduates
a sentiment of regard for each other and attachment to their Alma Mater.”
Later, the Alumni Advisory Council was created to act as an instrument
of the lasting purpose. Thus began the tradition which is still expanding
but which has not been erased.
The early annual meetings of the Association continued for years to
contain literary exercises as a means for the extension of learning beyond
graduation. Assignments were made six months to one year in advance.
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Today there is a firm organization of alumni, led by five officers and 23
council members, but they exist only because of the foundation which was
formed 85 and 86 years ago. The work of these leaders in harmony with
the General Association and with the Trustees and the President and with
the State of Maine is still importantly concerned with the prosperity, spirit
and educational endeavors of the University which now has grown out of
Maine State College. Alumni have met and amended the details of their
operations, in order to change with the times. Yet, they have not escaped
the tradition of necessity to serve and support and to foster. Long before
the Stein Song was written the pattern was set.
i
All of this is to say that the Maine Steiners are worthy of our esteem,
for they add to the old something delightfully new. They are organized for
a good purpose in keeping with our wish to promote a sentiment of regard
for each other and attachment to our Alma Mater.
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A Piece of Maine?

No Population Explosion . . .
Maine has been unspoiled and untouched by
extreme urbanization, and has abundant
room in which to live, play and work.

I

R E G lO N 2
SOUTHWES TER N
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A Growth Investment. . .
As one of the few places in the East with
Real Estate available to fit modest budgets,
Maine offers unlimited opportunity to those
who wish to buy with an eye on the future.

These Brokers

Will help you find the place that suits your needs. Consult them when you are interested in the purchase or sale
of vacation, residential, business, or investment properties.

REGION

BROKERS

ADDRESS

T E L . NO.

1

R O LA N D L. G U IT E, Realtor

105 High St., Ellsworth, M e.

No. 7-8221

1

F. C. L Y N A M A N D C O ., Realtors
D avid R. H ard in g '43
D onald E. Hobbes '49

103 M a in St., B a r H arbor, Me.

At 8-3336

3

THE G O LD SM IT H A G E N C Y , JO H N P. RUSSELL '57

6 M ill St., O rono, M e.

O rono 6-3550

J
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Maine Alumni Serve
In The 100th Legislature
The Senate. . .

Photos above, left to right:
BROWN, DWIGHT A., ’41, 75 Birch
Ave., Ellsworth, Hancock County. Age 42.
Born in Ellsworth. Married, three children.
Insurance and Real Estate Broker. Educat
ed Hebron Academy Wassookeag School,
Franklin & Marshall College. Member of
Masons, both Scottish and York Rites;
Eastern Star, Shrine, Junior Chamber of
Commerce, Maine Association of Insurance
Agents, Ellsworth Rotary Club. Member of
98th and 99th Legislatures.
CYR, EDWARD P., ’39, Madawaska,
Aroostook County. Age 46. Born in Lille.
Married, five children. Real Estate and
Contracting. Educated at Assumption Acad
emy, and Assumption College, Worcester,
Mass. Past President Chamber of Com
merce, Merchant Assn., Past Chairman,
Board of Selectmen; Chairman, Industrial
Development; Knights of Columbus; elect
ed to 99th Legislature to complete former
Senator Reed’s term.
HILLMAN, EARLE M., ’25, 784 Broad
way, Bangor, Maine, Penobscot County.
Age 58. Born in Bangor. Married, four
children. Dairy farmer. Educated in Ban
gor schools and Northeastern University.
Member of all Masonic bodies, past master
of Bangor Grange, director of Penobscot
County Farm Bureau, past director Bangor
Chamber of Commerce, past director Ban
gor Y.M.C.A. Member of International
Com. of Y.M.C.A. and chairman World
Service Committee of State Y.M.C.A. Mem
ber of the 97th, 98th and 99th Legislatures.
BREWSTER, GORDON E., ’21, Ogunquit Village, Wells, York County. Age 61.
Born in Ogunquit. Married, three children.
Express, mail contract. Educated at Wells
High School. Served in the U. S. Navy.
Member of the American Legion, Masonic
Bodies, Republican Town Committee. Mem
ber of 97th and 98th Legislatures.
FARRIS, RALPH W., JR., ’39, Gardiner,
Kennebec County. Age 44. Born in Au
gusta. Married. Three children. Lawyer.
Educated at Augusta public schools, North
eastern University Law School. Served as
recorder of the Augusta Municipal Court,
Kennebec County Attorney. Member of
Masons, Shrine, Lions, Elks, American Le
gion, Veterans of Foreign Wars. Member
of 97th Legislature.
STANLEY, JAMES S., ’38, 63 Leighton
St., Bangor, Penobscot County. Age 43.
Born in Carroll. Married. President of the
Stickney & Babcock Fuel Co. Educated at
Mattawamkeag High School, Kents Hill
School. Member for three years of the Ban
gor City Council. Member of Gov. Budget
Committee. Member of the 97th, 98th and
99th Legislatures.
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Photos above, left to right:
BROOKS, RALPH DUNNING, JR., 44
Portland St., Yarmouth, Cumberland Coun
ty. Age 40. Born in Mars Hill. Married,
4 children. General Insurance Agent. Edu
cated Deering High School, Portland Jr.
College, Maine School of Commerce.
Member American Legion, Masonic Bodies
and Kora Temple Shrine.
BROWN, LESTER E., '14L, Fowler Rd.,
Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland County. Age
68. Born in Cape Elizabeth. Married. Re
tired. Educated in Cape Elizabeth Schools.
Moderator Cape Elizabeth Town Meetings.
Attorney. Retired Chief Warden Dept. In
land Fish and Game. Retired Brig. Gen
eral, National Guard. American Legion.
Member of the 99th Legislature.
STEWART, HAROLD L., ’52, Presque
Isle, Aroostook County. Age 34. Born
in Linneus. Married, one child. Lawyer.
Educated public schools of Houlton, Houlton High School, Ricker Junior College,
Georgetown University Law School. Depu
ty Secretary of State, Assistant County At
torney County of Aroostook. Member of
Rotary Club.
HOPKINSON, HAROLD H., ’22, Fort
Fairfield, Aroostook County. Age 61. Born
in Fort Fairfield. Single. Farmer.
WILLIAMS, HARRY R., ’16, Hodgdon,
Aroostook County. Age 70. Born in Hodg
don. Secretary of Republican Town Com
mittee. Married, two children. Farmer.
Educated in Public Schools of Hodgdon,
Ricker Classical Institute.
Selectman.
School Committee.
Trustee Hodgdon
School District. Member of Advisory
Board, Aroostook County No. 6, Selective
Service. Chairman Hodgdon Farm Bureau.
Member of the 95th, 96th, 97th, 98th and
99th Legislatures.

Photos above, left to right:
HICHBORN, CLYDE A. ’49, Medford,
Piscataquis County. Age 50. Born in Med
ford. Married, one son. School Superinten
dent. Educated in Public Schools, Milo High
School, Higgins Classical Institute in
Charleston, Farmington State Normal
School. Member of 99th Legislature. Past
Master AF&AM, Composite Lodge, LaGrange; Past Master, Cold Brook Grange.
Captain, World War II, AGD, four years.
RUST, MYRON D. ’45, .York, York
County. Age 37. Born in Boston, Mass.
Married, two children. Lawyer. Educated in
public schools, Maine Maritime Academy
and Northeastern University School of Law.
Member of Eastern Star and Kora Shrine,
Lion, and past President of York Lion’s
Club. Present Chairman of the York Re
publican Town Committee. Member of
State of Maine, York County, State of New
Hampshire, Rockingham County and Amer
ican Bar Assns. Council for towns of Eliot
and York Beach Village Corp. World War
II Officer in U. S. Naval Reserve and U. S.
Merchant Marine.
THE MAINE ALUMNUS
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Photos above, left to right:
BEARCE, GEORGE D. ’11, Bucksport,
Hancock County. Age 72. Born in Hebron.
Married, 3 children. Consultant—pulp and
paper industry. Member of Governor’s
Council 1957-58. Member and past presi
dent of Maine State Chamber of C. and
many other offices.
HAGUE, DOUGLAS R. ’51, Gorham,
Cumberland County. Age 32. Born in Cam
bridge, Mass. Single. Security Salesman. Ed
ucated at Westbrook High School. Member
of Masons, Westbrook Rotary, Portland
Club Shrine.
BERMAN, C. MARTIN, ’51, 112 Gamage Ave., Auburn, Androscoggin County.
Age 31. Born in Lewiston. Attorney at
Law. Educated Public schools of Lewiston and Auburn. Graduated Edward Little
H. S., Maine, A.B.; Boston University
School of Law LL.B. Member of Raboni
Lodge of Masons and Kora Temple,
AAONMS. Member of the 99th Legisla
ture.
BOOTH BY, LESLIE E., ’22, Livermore,
Androscoggin County. Age 57. Married.
Farmer. Educated public schools of Liver
more; Leavitt Institute, Turner. Served on
Board of Selectmen and school board. 32nd
degree Mason.
HARDY, WILLIAM R , ’40, Hope, Knox
County. Age 42. Born in Hope. Married,
one son. Blueberry Grower and Buyer.
Camden High School. Past Selectman.
Director of Camden Y.M.C.A. Director of
Camden Outing Club. Chief Hope V.F.D.
Member of Grange, Extension, Farm Bu
reau. Member of the 99th Legislature.
PERRY, TEDCASTLE B. ’07, Easton,
Aroostook County. Age 75. Born in Crys
tal. Married. Farmer. Educated in schools
of Crystal, Island Falls. Selectman and Tax
Collector of Crystal. School Committee of
Easton. Charter member of Theta Chi Fra
ternity. Member of Grange, Past Grand of
Odd Fellows and Member of Lions. Mem
ber of the 99th Legislature.
THORNTON, ERNEST L., ’18L, Belfast,
Waldo County. Age 78. Born in Princteon.
Widower, one son. Lawyer. Educated in
Public Schools, Coburn Classical Institute,
Colby College. Trial Justice, Aroostook
County; Deputy Secretary of State; Secre
tary to Senate, City Solicitor; Judge of
Municipal Court; Master of Chancery for
Waldo County.

Photos not available:
MacGREGOR, WALTER N. ’40, 44 Key
St., Eastport, Washington County.
DAVIS, ELBRIDGE B. ’44, Calais, Wash
ington County.
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Photos above, left to right:
COOPER, PARKER M., ’11, Albion,
Kennebec County. Age 72. Born in Jeffer
son. Married, one daughter. Retired mer
chant.

i

KNIGHT, JOHN L., ’50, Rockland, Knox
County Age 36. Born in Rockland. Mar
ried. Attorney at Law. Educated in schools
of Rockland, Suffolk University Law
School. Member of the 99th Legislature.

SERVING YOUR FAMILY
TO PREVENT
CRIPPLING DISEASES

HAM, RALPH C. ’52, Brewer, Penobscot
County. Age 31. Born in South Berwick.
Married. Insurance agent and real estate
broker. Educated Berwick Academy, M. C. I.
Member of Kiwanis Club. Mason St. An
drews Lodge.

Statement of Dr. Albert B. Sabin,
who developed the Sabin oral polio
vaccine through research supported
by the March of Dimes:

GARDNER, ALBERT K. ’10, Orono,
Penobscot County. Age 72. Born in Rock
land. Married. Retired. Educated Rock
land public schools. Member of Kiwanis,
Grange, Masons.

“I wish to express my appreciation
to The National Foundation for
its faith in my work, expressed
through grants of March of Dimes
funds totaling $1,500,000.

FINLEY, GEORGE B. ’32, Washington,
Knox County. Age 70. Born in Palermo.
Married. Retired poultry specialist. Edu
cated Palermo public schools. Former depu
ty sheriff in Knox County. 32nd degree
Mason.

“For 22 years The National Foun
dation’s broad medical research
program has opened new doors in
the whole field of virology. It was
these breakthroughs that made
antipolio vaccines possible.
“I wish also to express my thanks to
the American people, whose con
tributions to the March of Dimes
made it possible for The National
Foundation to support my work.”

Photos above, left to right:
PLANTE, JEROME G. ’61, 82 Lake Ave.,
Old Orchard Beach, York County. Age 25.
Born in Waterville. .Single. Educated at Old
Orchard Beach public schools, Colby Col
lege. Member of 98th and 99th Legislatures.
TWEEDIE, WALTER F. ’51, Mars Hill,
Aroostook County. Married, six children.
President of Mars Hill Ski Development
Assoc., Million Dollar Round Table, and
President’s Club, Nat’l Life Ins. of Vt.,
Pres. Mars Hill Jr. Chbr. Commerce, mem
ber Mars Hill Rotary Club.
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U n iv e rs ity M ove, F o rw a rd W ith
(On, S ta n d S t il l I n

Th e S ix tie s ,

Th e N e x t d e c a d e ?

The answer to the above question will be determined in large measure by the
outcome of the following 5-point program being submitted to the 100th Legislature.

Operating Appropriation for the next biennium . . . $9,853,202
The need for funds to increase faculty salaries is vital so that Maine may make up
lost ground and be able to compete for qualified teachers with other comparable land
grant universities . . . Inflationary factors, additional students, and new and expanded pro
grams require an increase in appropriations in order for the University to merely hold
its present position.

Capital Improvements . . . $9,056,000
Eighteen capital improvements essential for the University to catch up on long delayed
facilities and to provide a firm base for future growth are: Engineering Building; New
Wing on Stevens Hall; Women’s Physical Education Building; Equipment for Education
Building; Forestry Building; Classroom-Office Building, Portland; Central Heating Plant
(Phase I), Portland; Remodeling of Aubert Hall; Expansion of Sewer Facilities (Phase I);
Service Building (Phase I); Expansion of Boardman Hall; Agricultural Engineering Build
ing Enlargement; Renovation of Winslow Hall; Press Building; Roads and Parking; En
largement of Men’s Physical Education Facilities; Expansion of Electrical Facilities;
Expansion of Water Lines.

Construction of Education T.V. Facilities . . . $1,039,028
Educational television, of which much has been written in recent years, promises to speed
up the process of broadening and strengthening our entire educational system.

Merger of Portland University With The University of Maine . . .
Boards of Trustees of the University of Maine and Portland University, meeting in Joint
session in Portland on November 15, 1960, unanimously approved a resolution authorizing
a merger of the two institutions. According to the action, announced by President Elliott
of the University of Maine on behalf of both Boards, the Legislature will be asked to
approve the merger.

Exemption of the University From 1955 Act and From the Bureau of
Public Improvements . . .
The University, like the Highway Commission, is of sufficient size to operate economically
its own program of construction, and it can best be operated “on the spot.” For the
Bureau of Public Improvements to undertake the full responsibilities called for under the
Act, a greatly enlarged staff would be required operating from afar, resulting in duplica
tion of work, cumbersome delays and increased costs.

The most important of the above five sections of the 5-point program is the request for
Operating Funds. The request would be nearer $15,000,000 if your University were to be
brought up to the average level of State support received by the 69 similar public institutions
throughout the country.

A Camping Experience for Your Boy or Girl
THE WAVUS CAMPS
On Damariscotta Lake
Jefferson, Maine

Camp Wawanock for Girls
Damariscotta Camp for Boys
Ages 6-16
D

ir e c t o r s

Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. Westerman
Catalog Available
Address inquiries to:
Wavus Camps
P.O. Box 49
Orono, Maine

IN MATTERS OF TRUST. . .
O u r Trust d ep artm en t offers all trust services. Executor and ad m inistrator
of personal estates, trustee under w ills or as trustee of living trusts
and life insurance trusts. Investm ent m an ag em en t, custodian accounts . . .
in fact, an yth in g under the h ead in g of estates and trusts.
W e w ill be g lad to discuss yo u r e s ta te p a in in g needs w ith you at a n y
time.

M erchants N ational Bank
BROAD ST., BANGOR
UNION AT 14TH, BANGOR
NORTH MAIN ST., BREWER
DOW AIR FORCE BASE

Member,
Federal
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Federal

Reserve

System

and

Deposit Insurance Corporation

The University

Spring Arts Festival Announced
Arts Festival Scheduled

ment and Dr. Wanda K. Farr of the Depart
ment of Botany and Plant Pathology would
carry on the research work with the support
of other research workers.
This National Institutes of Health grant
will permit the expansion of work done for
the Maine poultry industry along with the
support of commercial laboratories and of
the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.

Plans are underway for a Spring Arts
Festival to be held at the University in
March, President Lloyd H. Elliott announced
recently. The program is being arranged by
a special committee composed of faculty and
students.
A series of events featuring art, music,
literature, drama, the dance, and religion
is under consideration by a committee ap
Dr. Quick Authors Article
pointed by President Elliott who, in an
nouncing the committee, expressed a hope
One of Maine’s faculty members, whose
that this type of program might become an studies of animal population dynamics have
annual event on the University calendar.
taken him from the Arctic Circle to deepest
Charles, E. Crossland '17, chairman of the Africa, is the author of a section of a new
University Assembly Committee, is chairman textbook on wildlife management.
Dr. Horace F. Quick, associate professor
of the Arts Festival Committee. Assembly
committee members serving on this special of game management in the University’s
committee are Prof. George Manlove of the School of Forestry, wrote the section on
English Department, Prof. Ben Chapman of animal population analysis for the “Manual
the Mechanical Engineering Department, of Game Investigational Techniques” pub
and Prof. William Sleeper of the Music De lished this fall by the Wildlife Society. Prof.
partment. Other faculty members of the Quick was one of the seven Wildlife Tech
committee are Prof. Herschel Bricker of the niques Committee members of the Society
Speech Department and director of the who prepared the volume.
Prof. Quick’s study of wildlife population
Maine Masque, Prof. John Hankins, Head
of the English Department, Prof. Vincent dynamics has taken the Quick family to
Hartgen, Head of the Art Department, and British Columbia, where the chief interest
Prof, Arthur Reardon, Director of Audio- was in fur-bearing animals; to Scandinavia,
where Prof. Quick made population studies
Visual Aids, College of Education.
Student members of the committee are of moose and reindeer; and most recently,
Patricia Crabtree, Camden, chairman of the to Uganda, where the Maine faculty mem
student section of the assembly committee; ber studied elephant populations during
John Arsenault, Portland, President of the 1959-60 under a Fulbright fellowship as a
Maine Masque; George Blouin, Lewiston, senior research scholar.
Part of the elephant population study was
President of the University Chorus; and Mal
colm Hamilton, Bath, Chairman of the Fine accomplished by use of aerial photographs,
Prof. Quick said, as a practical way to enu
Arts Committee of the Memorial Union.
The Festival will open Monday, March 13, merate herds of beasts numbering as many
as 1,000, that had assembled to breed.
and conclude Sunday, March 26.

Animal Pathology
Receives Grant
A grant of nearly $34,000 covering three
years of work on fungal infections of poul
try has been awarded to the Department
of Animal Pathology, according to Dr. J.
Franklin Witter, department head.
The funds were granted to the department
by the National Institute of Health “on the
basis of its valuable work during the last ten
years on this problem which means so much
to the Maine poultry industry,” Dr. Witter
said.
Dr. Witter noted that Dr. Harold L. Chute
and Prof. David C. O’Meara of his depart
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Seven Grad Fellowships
For Maine
Seven graduate fellowships for study lead
ing to the Ph.D. degree have been approved
for the University of Maine under Title IV
of the National Defense Education Act, ac
cording to an announcement Thursday by
Dr. Edward N. Brush, Dean of Graduate
Studies.
Two three-year fellowships will be award
ed in Animal Nutrition, three in American
History and two in Chemistry. Applications
for the awards will be received by the de
partments concerned during January and
February.
The fellowships awards, which will be

come effective during the 1961-62 academic
year, carry a stipend of $2,000 for the first
year of study, $2,200 for the second year,
and $2,400 for the third year, with an ad
ditional $400 annually for each dependent.
To be eligible for one of the fellowship
awards a student must have completed the
bachelor’s degree at the time the award be
comes effective, plan to enter a full-time pro
gram of study leading to the Ph.D. degree,
and preferably plan to enter college teaching.
There are currently five students in the
History Department and nine in Chemistry
holding National Defense Education Act
fellowships at the University. With the
awarding of the 1961-62 fellowships there
will be a total of 21 students working for
the Ph.D. under the program.

Many Alumni In
Paper Industry
The annual directory which has just been
published by the University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation shows that 715 Uni
versity of Maine alumni are affiliated with
pulp and paper companies and allied indus
tries.
Dr. J. Larcom Ober '13, of Beverly, Mass.,
president of the Foundation, in a foreword
states that this is the largest number of Uni
versity alumni ever reported in this rapidly
growing business. He further commented
that “interest in better trained personnel is
a continuing feature of a growing and dy
namic business.” Mr. Ober is a retired Vice
President of the Scott Paper Company.
The directory is mailed only to pulp and
paper alumni and Foundation members.

Western Union Gift To E. E.
A pair of desk-corner facsimile telegraph
machines called “Desk-Fax” was presented
to the College of Electrical Engineering of
the University of Maine today by Western
Union. The Desk-Fax machines, actual pro
duction models of modern electronic com
munications engineering, consist of two
transmitter-receivers which will be installed
in the engineering laboratory for use by stu
dents in their studies of the growing field of
facsimile telegraphy.
Asst. Prof. Leonard Bowles, of the Electri
cal Engineering Dept., accepted the gift for
the University in a private ceremony held
at Orono. Presentation of the Desk-Fax was
made by Harold I. Fenderson, the company’s
District Manager of Maine, and Thomas J.
Birmingham, Manager of the Bangor office.
Operation of Desk-Fax is simple. It
transmits written, typed or printed matter
rapidly and efficiently. The user simply
places the message on the facsimile drum
and pushes a button. The machine does the
rest. Instantly and automatically the mes
sage revolves before an electric eye which
flashes an exact picture of it to a receiving
unit installed at the telegraph office or in
any other location.
THE MAINE ALUMNUS

Dr. E. K. Miles Named
Language Head
r. E. Kenneth Miles, Professor of Ger
man and a member of the faculty since
1933, has been named Head of the
University’s Department of Foreign Lan
guages and Classics. Dr. Miles will succeed
Dr. Wilmarth H. Starr who has accepted a
position with New York University.
Beginning a busy career of active Univer
sity service, Dr. Miles was one of the mem
bers of the first committee which initiated
the Honors Program at Maine in 1934. He
has served on the Honors Committee since
that time and is currently Secretary for the
Committee. He was a member of the PostWar Planning Committee of the College of
Arts and Sciences following the end of
World War II and now is Chairman of the
committee studying the basic requirements
of the college.
In the summers of 1959 and 1960 he was
a member of the staff of the University’s
Foreign Language Institute. An amateur
photographer, he served as President of the
University Photo Club for 16 years. He is
presently faculty adviser to Deutscher Verein
and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and
Phi Kappa Phi honorary scholastic societies.
He also holds membership in the American
Association of Teachers of German and
the Modern Language Association, and he
is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
During the World War II years, Dr. Miles
taught mathematics as well as German to
military personnel studying under the ASTP
at the University.
After attending elementary and secondary
schools in his home town of Ashland, Wis
consin, he was graduated summa cum laude
from Lawrence College in Appleton, Wis
consin, in 1929. He obtained his master’s
degree in 1930 from Northwestern Universi
ty, and after studying for a year and a half
in Europe (University of Munich and the
Sorbcnne), he received his Ph.D. in 1933
from the University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. and Mrs. Miles (Evelyn Adriance ’38)
have two children, David ’62, a member of
Phi Kappa Sigma, Sophomore Owls ’59-’60,
Tennis Team ’58-’60, and Nancy, a senior
at Orono High School. The Miles are truly
a “University” family since Mrs. Miles’
mother, the late Mrs. Robert I. (Florence
Buck) Adriance ’04 was an alumna, and her
father, Mr. Robert I. Adriance, formerly
Head of the Social Science Department at
East Orange High School in New Jersey,
was a lecturer in Economics at the Universi
ty for eleven years until his recent retire
ment.
The Miles live in Orono, across the high
way from the Elms, the girls cooperative
dormitory; and their home, overlooking the
Stillwater River, was built on the founda
tion of the former Sigma Chi Fraternity
House which burned in 1934.
To the alumni who have studied German
under Professor Miles, perhaps the first
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Two Dept. Heads,
Associate Dean Announced
memory would be of the ever present humor
and wit he uses to liven and make more
attractive the hard work of studying a new
language. Outside of the classroom, as many
of our readers will know from past experi
ence, he has always been ready to help stu
dents with problems ranging from the per
sonal and practical to the best way of dis
covering the right intellectual direction.
We are certain that the vast number of
alumni who have known and who have
studied under Dr. Miles join the Alumnus
staff in offering him congratulations and
best wishes for the future.

A. V. Edwards Appointed
Head Agri-Communications
Arthur V. Edwards of Bunceton, Mo.,
has been appointed Head of the Department
of Agricultural Communications.
Mr. Edwards has been serving as Editor
for the Cooperative Extension Service at
the University in recent months, having
come to Orono from the University of
Missouri last April.
He succeeds the late Roderick L. Rey
nolds as head of the department which was
formed only last year.
Edwards attended elementary and secon
dary schools in Bunceton and was gradu
ated from the University of Missouri in
1947. He received his master’s degree from
the same institution in 1958.
His journalistic experience includes posi
tions as Advertising Manager and Field
Editor for the Rural Electric Missourian for
two years, Assistant Extension Editor and
Associate Extension Editor at the Univer
sity of Missouri for 11 years.
Edwards is married to the former May
Cook of Worcester, Mass., and they have
five children, Riley, 13; Philip, 12; Jeffrey,
10; Martha, 8; and Jennifer, 3.

Associate Dean Named
For Technology
r. Thomas H. Curry, head of the de
partment of chemical engineering at
Ohio University in Athens, O., has
been named Associate Dean of the College
of Technology, University President Dr.
Lloyd H. Elliott announced recently.
Dr. Elliott said that Dr. Curry would as
sume his new duties on July 1, 1961. He
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will work with Dean Weston S. Evans, head
of the college.
Dr. Curry, who is married and the father
of three children, has had the responsibility
of organizing and developing the Depart
ment of Chemical Engineering at Ohio Uni
versity since 1956. His duties have included
designing and setting-up laboratory facili
ties, obtaining staff, planning and teaching
new courses, and the guidance of students.
During the present college year he is de
veloping a research program and graduate
curriculum leading to the master’s degree in
chemical engineering.
He has taught at Ohio U. ince 1953.
A native of Sullivan County, Indiana, Dr.
Curry attended high school in Dugger, Ind.,
and was graduated from Purdue University
in 1942. He was a special student in the hu
manities and social sciences at Antioch Col
lege in 1945 and 1946 and received his Ph.D.
degree in organic chemistry from Ohio State
University in 1953.
He was a National Science FoundationScience Faculty Fellow at the University of
Michigan in the summers of 1957, 1958, and
1959 and spent the past summer attending
an institute in nuclear energy at North
Carolina State College.
Between 1947 and 1953 he was a Charles
F. Kettering Foundation fellow at Ohio State
University. He wrote his Ph.D. thesis on
“Investigations on Pyrroles and Related Sub
stances Containing the Nitrile Group.”
In addition to his- teaching experience,
Dr. Curry has held several non-college po
sitions, including that of technical super
visor in the production of acetic acid, nitric
acid, and high explosives for the Holston
Ordnance Works-Tennessee Eastman Corpo
ration in Kingsport, Tenn., (1942-45) and
as a researcher in dyestuffs and paper coat
ings to Dr. C. S. Adams of Yellow Springs,
Ohio, a consultant to the National Cash
Register Company (1946-47).
In the summer of 1955 he worked on
post-doctoral research on a U. S. Air Force
Hydrocarbons project and in the summer of
1956 he was a chemical engineer in process
design and development work for the com
mercial Solvent Corporation of Terre Haute,
Ind.
Dr. Curry is a member of the Ohio
Academy of Science, American Chemical
Society, American Institute of Chemical En
gineering, American Society for Engineer
ing Education, and the American Associa
tion of University Professors.
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ALUMNI JOB OPPORTUNITIES
The Placement Bureau has recently re
ceived the following State of Maine job
openings. Interested alumni who meet the
indicated qualifications are invited to write
to the Placement Director, Philip J. Brock
way, 104 East Annex, Univ. of Maine,
Orono, for complete information:

Local Associations
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
A meeting was held December 15 in
the Captain’s Room at The Stephens House,
corner of Union and Court Streets in Au
burn. Otto H. Wallingford ’48 presided
over the evening session.
Principal speaker was Coach Hal Westerman who discussed “The 1960 Football
Schedule.” His talk was followed by a film
of the Black Bears in action in the ColbyMaine game.
T. Russell Woolley ’41 was a guest at
the meeting. Business included considera
tion of the possibility of and plans for a
joint meeting with the Alumnae on Febru
ary 16, the guest from Orono to be Presi
dent Lloyd H. Elliott.

St. Petersburg, Fla. Alumni
The second gathering of Maine Alumni
this season in St. Petersburg was on January
14 at the New Garden Room of the Penn
sylvania Hotel.
Many southern visitors and residents from
Maine enjoy these luncheons throughout
the winter months. Plans are being made,
writes Oscar W. Mountfort ’12, to have a
special visiting speaker at the February or
March meeting.

Portland Alumnae
The Christmas Party at the Emery Street
Home for the Aged was held on December
15. Mildred (Morris ’48) Hart acted as
chairman.
A Dessert-Bridge fund raising meeting
was held January 19, proceeds to help
sponsor the alumnae watch award and an
nual scholarship. Payson Smith Hall at
UMP was the scene of this event, and
co-chairmen were Mary (Hubbard ’46)
Flynn and Mary (Libby ’46) Dresser.

Eastern Association, Univ. of
Maine Women
January 24 was the date of the Dessert
Meeting at the Atlantic Sea Grill, Ex
change Street, Bangor. Chairman of ar
rangements and program chairman was
Rena (Campbell ’21) Bowles.
Betty
(O’Leary ’45) Beede, President, conducted
the meeting.
Speaker of the evening was Dean Emeri
tus Arthur Deering ’12 whose talk was in
terestingly entitled, “Hong Kong, A Shop
per’s Paradise.”

Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Weekly—
Portland Alumni
Graymore Hotel
Friday Noon
Boston Alumni
Thompson’s Spa
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City Hall Avenue
Friday Noon
Washington, D. C., Alumni
Thursday, 12:30 P.M.
Lotus Club
14th St. at New York Ave.
Monthly—
Western Pennsylvania Alumni
First Monday of each month
Oliver Restaurant
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
Noon
Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni
Last Thursday of each month
Electrical Club Dining Room
6th Floor, Architect’s Building
17th and Samson Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
Next: Noon, Feb. 23, 1961
Southern Kennebec Alumni
First Friday of each month
Worster House
Hallowell
Noon
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Third Thursday of each month
Stephens House
Union and Court Streets, Auburn
Dinner—6 p.m.

Coming Meetings
St. Petrsburg, Florida, Alumni
February 11, 1961
March 11, 1961
April 1, 1961
Pennsylvania Hotel
12:00 Noon
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni-Alumnae
Feb. 16, 1961
Speaker: President Lloyd H. Elliott

1-61-1: Request from machinery and equipment
manufacturer, central coastal area, for one or two
Mechanical Engineers. Full details supplied by em
ployer. Need is essentially for engineering design
and development work in close relationship to
manufacture of special machinery line.
1-61-2: Recent woman graduate in Sociology,
Physical Education, Theatre, or other recreational
field, to work with military service personnel. Cen
tral Maine area. Age 24-25 preferred. Variable
hours including nights, week-ends, holidays. Start
ing rate $350 per month.
1-61-3: Insurance investigation, fire and loss
prevention in central and eastern Maine territory.
Travel, mostly not over-night. Age under 30, train
ing on the job; seeking maturity, dependability, abili
ty to get along with people. Salary open.
1-61-4: Southern Maine city Chamber of Com
merce looking for staff addition to handle retail
activities. Salary open in vicinity of $5,000. Train
ing in Business Administration, Marketing, Advertis
ing, Public' Relations preferred. Job will be as co
ordinator with retail establishments in city on ap
propriate activities.
1-61-5: Wood manufacturing company, central
Maine, seeks following: proficient layout and copy
man to handle Sales Promotion Programs. Will also
be responsible for House Organ. Excellent oppor
tunity for advancement in Sales Administration.
Salary open.
1-61-6: Sales representative opening for wood
product manufacturing firm, western Maine, in fur
niture and sporting items. Will cover northern New
England states. Training on the job, sales experi
ence helpful, not required.
1-61-7: Central Maine supplier of motors and
equipment seeks a sales engineer, electrical or other
engineering background to call on pulp and paper
and some related mills in Maine and northern New
Hampshire. Sales experience preferred. Need im
mediate.
1-61-8: Southern Maine engineering and con
tracting firm wishes Mechanical Engineer for design
and layout of heating, ventilating, and air condition
ing systems. Recent graduate or up to 5-6 years’
experience accepted.
1-61-9: Public accounting firm in southern Maine
looking for graduate with accounting background
to start as Junior Accountant. Experience not re
quired.
1-61-10: In northern Maine, credit company re
quires field representative for auto financing. No
selling. Experience not required; salary, plus ex
penses and car provided. Opening is Aroostook
County.
1-61-11: Social Worker needed for Aroostook
County welfare work. Must be bi-lingual. Man or
woman. Sociology, Psychology, Education, Liberal
Arts, or Home Ec training acceptable. No limit on
age.
i

Baltimore, Md. Alumni
April
Speaker: Dean Mark Shibles
Watch for notices
Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni
February 23, 1961
March 30, 1961
April 27, 1961
Electrical Club
17th and Samson Streets
Noon

Support,
The
i

New
March

New Local Alumni Officers
Northern Connecticut Alumni
W. Bruce Ashworth ’33, President; A. L.
Sproul, Jr. ’49, Vice President; Mrs. Mary
(Theriault ’42) Gray, Secretary-Treasurer.

Dimes
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George H. Ellis ’41 was appointed, effective March 1, Presi
dent of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Mass.......Philip J.
Brockway ’31, University Placement Director, recently received
a letter from the Raytheon Company listing alumni who are
employed at their Lewiston, Maine plant. The list is given as
follows: Roger Allen ’59, Test Engineer; Arthur J. Cloutier ’54,
Process Engineer; Don E. Douglas ’57, Quality Control Super
visor; Owen S. Hall ’57, Process Engineer; James L. McVety
’56, Supervisor of Accounting; Stanley J. Norbert ’59, Produc
tion Foreman; Roland L. Pouliot ’52, Production Foreman;
Gordon L. Riggs ’60, Process Engineer; James M. Smaha ’57,
Quality Control Engineer; Donald B. Weeks ’50, Buyer.......
Paul R. MacLeod ’60 has been appointed Executive House
master Trainee at the VA Hospital, West Haven, Conn.......
Albert R. Betters ’60 has been appointed Mechanical Engineer,
GS-5, at the Bureau of Reclamation Commissioners Office, Den
ver, Colorado... .Elmer B. Erwin ’49 has recently been em
ployed by the New York State Conservation Departm ent....
Raymond J. Mercer ’50 was appointed a member of the
firm of Wadsworth & Boston Architects and Engineers, Portland,
Maine, on January 1---- Second Lt. Donald S. Robinson ’54
completed the eight-week officer orientation course at Fort
Benning, Ga., Infantry School on December 21__ Milford F.
Cohen ’41 was recently elected Chairman of the Bangor School
Board .. .
Thomas M. Hersey ’34 was elected to the Chairmanship of
the Penobscot County Commissioners in December. Mr. Hersey,
President and Treasurer of the Acme Supply and Acme Whole
salers Companies, will be serving his third term as chairman__
Donald H. McKay ’42 was elected Chairman of the Old Town
City Council at the January organizational meeting__ Reginald
B. Bowden ’55, Director of Public Relations of the Maine Mari
time Academy, has been appointed Press Secretary to Governor
John H. Reed ’42, effective January 16. Former Press Secretary,
Charles B. H. Evans ’27, will be returning to his previous posi
tion as publicity head for the Department of Economic Devel
opment___
I

Harland L. Knight ’30 was recently promoted to Vice Presi
dent in charge of public relations of the Security Mutual Life
Insurance Co., of New Y ork... George D. Carlisle ’35 was
elected to the Board of Trustees of the Eastern Trust and
Banking Company at a December meeting of the trustees. At
the same meeting the trustees appointed Milton S. Jellison ’39
as a trust officer. Mr. Carlisle is Vice President and Treasurer
of Prentiss and Carlisle Company Inc. Mr. Jellison has been
with the bank since 1 9 4 0 ....Dan Rearick ’58 running in the
New England AAU Indoor Meet in Boston set a new New Eng
land indoor mile record of 4:31.5. He also holds the Maine AAU
mark of 4:13.3 while running in a meet at Brunswick last win
ter .. .Kendall H. Bassett ’57 was the author of an article which
appeared in the November, 1960 issue of the Forest Products
Journal. The title of the article was: “Effect of Certain Variables
on Strength of Glued End Joints.” Also published in the Novem
ber Forest Products Journal was an article by Robert M. Kellogg
’53. His article was titled: “Effects of Repeated Loading on
Tensile Properties of Wood.” This article won second place in
the 1960 Wood Award competition. Mr. Kellogg who recently
completed his doctorate at the Yale School of Forestry has joined
the staff at that school as an Assistant Professor.......
Edward De Courcy ’34 recently became Editor and Publish
er of the Newport Argus-Champion in Newport, New Hampshire.
Mr. DeCourcy was formerly editor of the Milford (Conn.) Citi
zen . .. .Rev. Dana Forrest Kennedy ’41 was named Rector of
Christ and Holy Trinity Church in Westport, Conn., in December
I960__ Appointed to the University Board of Trustees by Gov
ernor John H. Reed ’42 was former Governor Lewis O.
Barrows ’16 of Newport. Gov. Barrows replaces Fred J. Nutter
of Corinna... George Paisley ’59 has recently completed the

Alumni Names
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graduate training course at Allis Chalmers Co. and has been
assigned as an engineer in the Service Department in West Allis,
Wisconsin__
Harry T. Treworgy ’49 was elected to the Governor’s Coun
cil by Maine’s 100th legislature in January. Mr. Treworgy re
places Robert L. Browne ’48 of Bangor who resigned the
position. ..Everett P. Ingalls, Jr. ’44 has been promoted from
Production Manager to the newly created post of Director of
Technical Service of the St. Croix Paper Company.
Arthur W. Harris ’60 has joined the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory (KAPL) in Schenectady as an engineer in the Sub
marine Advanced Reactor project__ Professor W. Linwood
Chase ’20 was recently appointed Department Chairman in Bos
ton University’s School of Education__ Richard D. Dole ’42
was elected Vice President of Burton Saw and Supply Corp.,
Worcester, Mass. ...Warren B. Bleckler ’17, formerly Vice
President in charge of manufacturing at Brown Co.’s kraft mill
in LaTuque, P. Q., was honored recently at a retirement party
given him by officers of Canadian International Paper Co.......
William H. Treworgy ’58 has been appointed Municipal
Manager of Essex and Essex Junction, Vt. . . . Donald W. MacNaughton ’36, President and Treasurer of Rogers Store, Inc.,
recently purchased the property formerly occupied by Cal’s Elec
trical Supply Co., Bangor__ Robert C. Lothrop ’50 has joined
the Celanese Corporation, St. Johnsville, New York, as Manager
of Engineering Services__
Rodney A. Shaw ’58 is currently employed by National
Audio Visual Corporation in McLean, Virginia... .Joseph P.
Corbin ’51 was recently appointed Regent Manager of the Sartell
Plant of the St. Regis Paper Co., Sartell, Minn.......George Cobb
’35 in January became Vice President of the Standard Packaging
Corp., and General Manager of Brown and Bigelow, both of
St. Paul, Minn.......
Henry C. Waldo ’27, Manager of the Woodlands Depart
ment of the Franconia Paper Corp., received the New England
Council annual award in December, 1960. He was honored for
his contribution to the economy of northern New England through
his efforts in forest management, public and private. . . .

Representing the University at the following functions were:
Hugh M. Williams ’22, the dedication of the Library of Mount
St. Mary’s College, Emmitsburg, Maryland, in November, 1960;
Mrs. Charles (Doris Volmer) H. Jack ’49, Inauguration of
President, Rockford College, Rockford, Illinois, April, 1960;
Fred D. Knight ’09, Silver Convocation honoring President of
the University of Connecticut, November, 1960.
Mr. A. Guy Bennett ’06, the installation of the President
of York University, January 24.
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State Series

Athletics

Bears W in Classic
and Maine’s Champeon and Chappelle were
named to the all-tourney team.
In the other tourney games Maine de
feated Boston University 73-67 in the first
round, and Cornell 68-58 in the semi-finals.
Rhode Island beat Colby in the first game
67-66 (overtime), and Harvard 60-57. Also
in the first round Harvard beat Bates 75-51,
and Cornell defeated Bowdoin 67-46.
Bates won the consolation final by defeat
ing Boston University 85-52, after having
In the Downeast championship game
trounced Colby 59-57.
Maine defeated Rhode Island 69-65 by com
In their games since the Downeast Classic,
ing from behind in the last minutes of play
in a thriller which kept nearly 6,000 fans the Bears have added wins over Bates (at
on the edge of their seats throughout the Lewiston) and Colby to make their record
entire contest. At the end of the first half this season eleven wins and one loss.
At this writing, Maine is rated fourth best
Rhode Island led the Bears 35-34 by virtue
of the exceptional play of the Ram’s Charlie team in New England (Providence 1st, Holy
Lee who scored 23 long set shot points in Cross 2nd, Boston College 3rd), and 13th
best small college in the country. Other
the first period.
The second half saw the Maine team con games already played which can conceivably
tinue to move the ball coolly in and out of affect New England and national ratings in
Rhode Island’s defense in a dazzling display the near future are: Providence over Rhode
of ball handling by all five regulars and re Island by one point in overtime, at Rhode
serve center Pud Robertson. Utilizing the Island, and Connecticut over Rhode Island
fast break whenever the opportunity pre by four points at Conn.
Yankee Conference and State Series stand
sented itself, the Pale Blue kept as poised
as if they were enjoying a twenty point lead. ings at present are:
With less than three minutes to play, Maine
spurted to a five point advantage and were
Yankee Conference
never headed after that in spite of Rhody’s
Team
Won Lost
desperate last minute effort. It would be
impossible to single one Maine man out for
Conn.
4
0
top honors; above all else, this was a victory
R. I.
4
1
brought about by teamwork, but a special
Maine
2
1
nod needs to be given for an obviously fine
Vt.
2
5
coaching job, to Coach Brian McCall.
0
2
Mass.
Rhode Island’s Charlie Lee was voted the
most outstanding player of the tournament,
N. H.
0
3
in basketball since the last
I issue of the Alumnus came out is the
tremendous play of the Maine team in
winning the Downeast Classic Basketball
Tournament in the Bangor Auditorium, De
cember 27th. While annexing the title, the
Bears revenged themselves on powerhouse
Rhode Island for handing Maine the only
loss of the season (Rhode Island won 77-72
at Kingston on December 14th),
big news

Larry Schiner '61
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Team
Maine
Bates
Colby
Bowdoin

Won
5
2
2
1

Lost
0
3
3
4

Boston Sportswriters To Feature
Maine Speaker
Early in February at the weekly meeting
of Boston sportswriter and broadcasters,
Stuart Haskell ’56, Assistant Director of
Publicity, has been invited to address the
group. His topic will be the University of
Maine basketball team.

Jon Ingalls '61

Skip Chappelle '62
THE MAINE ALUMNUS
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Auditorium

The Auditorium Fund in asking for your carefully considered
pledge also extends gratitude to the thousands of persons who
have already contributed to this necessary building.

DON'T OVERLOOK YOUR OPPORTUNITY
TO G IVE
A Donation Becomes a Source of Pride To You
and Makes an Addition to the Permanent
Growth of Your University
( Memorial Gift Arrangements)
The Hauck Fund Office

Memorial Student Union

Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
1900
HERBERT DAVIDSON EATON. Herbert D.
Eaton, 80, died in Freeport on December 23, 1960.
A native of Hermon, he had resided in Bangor for
many years where he was self-employed in the meat
business. He was a veteran of the Spanish-American
War, and a 50-year member of the Masons and a
member of the Queen City Grange. He is survived
by his widow, a daughter, and a son.
FREDERICK HATHERLY KNIGHT. Frederick
H. Knight died in Portland on April 21, 1960. For
some years he was a conductor for the old Portland
Railway Co. Later he was made superintendent of
ways and structures for the Cumberland County
Light and Power Co., which later merged with the
Central Maine Power Co. In 1907-08 he was a
member of the Portland City Council. He was a
Mason and an Eastern Star member. Survivors in
clude a daughter, and a granddaughter—Cornelia
(Douglas ’56) Woodbrey of Silver Spring, Md. Mr.
Knight was a member of Q.T.V. Fraternity, which
later became Phi Gamma Delta.
1904
ALBERT LAWRENCE WHIPPLE. Albert L.
Whipple, 83, of Sorrento, died in Sullivan on De
cember 13, 1960. A native of Solon, he had been
a construction and maintenance engineer for several
pulp and paper mills. His last employment before
retirement was with the Penobscot Chemical Fibre
Co. in Great Works. He was a past-president of the
Class of 1904. Survivors include a brother, and a
step-son—Sidney Osborne ’23 of So. Deerfield, Mass.
Mr. Whipple was a member of Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity.
1910
WALES HENRY ANDREWS. Wales H. An
drews, 73, died in Marblehead, Mass., on December
31, 1960. A native of Middleboro, Mass., he owned
and operated cranberry bogs in Carver and Middle
boro. He was a member of the National Cranberry
Growers Association and the Point Independence
Yacht Club. Survivors include his widow and two
sisters. Mr. Andrews was a member of Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity.
1912
EVERETT HILTON CARR. The Alumni Office
has recently been informed of the death of Everett
H. Carr which occurred in Portland on August 26,
1956. His widow survives.
WILLIAM OSBORNE, JR. William Osborne,
Jr., died in September of 1949 in Danforth. A
graduate of the College of Pharmacy, he had been
a pharmacist in Danforth. His widow survives.
DREW DELL STARK. Information has been
received at the Alumni Office that Drew D. Stark
died on October 31, 1955. Mr. Stark was a mem
ber of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
1916
EARLE WENDELL VICKERY. Earle W. Vick
ery, 67, died in Greenville Junction on December
29, 1960. A native of Glenburn, he served in W.W.
I in the medical corps. For 37 years he had been
employed by the Great Northern Paper Co. in the
Woodland Department. Since his retirement, three
years ago, he had been semi-active in engineering
and surveying. He was a member of the Masons
and the American Legion. Survivors include his
widow, four sons—two are Earle W., Jr., ’49 of
Millinocket and Robert M. ’46 of Fairfield, Ala
bama, his mother, two sisters, and ten grandchil
dren. Mr. Vickery was a member of Sigma Chi Fra
ternity.
1917
RALPH ERVIN FRASER. Mr. Ralph E. Fraser,
66, died in Baltimore, Md., on December 9, 1960.
A native of Presque Isle, he entered the U. S. Mer
chant Marine at the start of W. W. I as a marine
engineer. He took post-graduate courses at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. Fraser was
a nationally recognized expert in the agricultural
chemical field and served as director of the National
Fertilizer Association and as a member of several
national and local committees on safety, production,
and research projects in the fertilizer industry. At
the time of his death he was vice president of Sum
mers Chemical Fertilizer Industries of Baltimore,
Md., and Searsport. He was a member of the Mer
chants Club, a 32nd Degree Mason, and a Shriner.
Surviving are his widow, and a sister. Mr. Fraser
was a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
LELAND MONROE MOWER. Leland L. Mower,
66, died in Pasadena, Calif., on December 26, 1960.
A native of Auburn, he was a veteran of both World
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Wars and had retired from a career in the U. S.
Army as a civil engineer. Surviving are his widow,
two brothers, and two sisters.
1919
CHARLES HENRY CHAMPION. Charles H.
Champion, 64, of Westport, Conn., died on Novem
ber 7, 1960. He served in W.W. I as a lieutenant.
Mr. Champion as wan expert on the production of
specialized paper for printing. For many years he
had been employed by the R. T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc.
of New York as manager of the paper department.
At the time of his death, he was a vice president
of the company. Survivors include his wife, and
two sisters. Mr. Champion was a member of Delta
Tau Delta Fraternity.
1922
THOMAS JOSEPH MCGUFF. Thomas J. McGuff died in Norwood, Mass., on December 16,
1960. Formerly of Bangor, he had been employed
for 38 years at Hollingsworth and Vose Company
in East Walpole, Mass.
1924
THERESA MARY JACKSON HERSUM. Mrs.
Charles R. Hersum, 58, of Washington, D. C., and
Kennebunkport, died in Washington on December
19, 1960. A native of China, Maine, she received a
B.S. degree in English from the University and her
master’s degree in European History from Radcliffe
College in 1935. She also did advanced study at the
American University in Washington, D. C. Follow
ing her marriage, she traveled to Colongne, Germa
ny and to Budapest, Hungary. Her knowledge of
history and European affairs attracted notice from
the Military Intelligence Section of the War Dept,
and she was appointed an intelligence analyst during
W.W. II. After the war, she and her husband re
turned to Washington, D. C., where he held a gov
ernment position. There Mrs. Hersum was active
in the Audubon Society, the scholarship committee
of Radcliffe College, and the Corcoran School of
Art where she worked on landscape and portrait
painting. She is survived by her husband, and a
sister. Mrs. Hersum was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1928
The Alumni Office has been informed that Eugene
A. Hofsted died in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. on Febru
ary 26, 1957. In 1939 he received his master’s de
gree in Education from the University. Mr. Hofsted
had been a teacher in Poughkeepsie High School.
His widow survives.

SENIOR ALUMNI
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—203
1885—1, 1889—1, 1890—3, 1893—1, 1894—2, 1895—
1, 1896—4, 1897—4, 1898—7, 1899—6 , 1900—5,
1901—9, 1902—8, 1903—7, 1904—8, 1905—21, 1906
—14, 1907—27, 1908—14, 1909—32, 1910—28.
Annual Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961

1888

Our oldest known living alumnus, Na
thaniel E. Wilson, lives at 123 Maple
St., Reno, Nevada. We are pleased to wish him
well in this his ninety-third year of age.

1901
60th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Fred L. Martin, 8 Juanita Ave., Mill

Valley,
Calif, (winter address) and Herbert H. Leonard,
So. Shaftsbury, Vermont, have been corresponding
with Russ Woolley at the Alumni Office to formu
late plans for the 60th class reunion. We expect
Tom Buck to come from California, so we must
all make a real effort to gather in Orono this
June. You’ll be hearing more of the plans later.

1902

Eugene Hunting of 1150 Century Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., writes that August 15,
1960 marked his 50th year with Hunting, Larsen
& Dunnells Engineers. The firm deals in design
ing industrial plants, railroad structures, and ware
houses.
A. E. Silver of 360 No. Fullerton Ave., Upper
Montclair, N. J., has been thinking about plans
for the 60th Class Reunion in 1962 at Orono.
He’d enjoy hearing from classmates who are in
terested in having this Reunion.
1 9 0 3 M r . Harvey D. Whitney
698 Minot Ave., Auburn
Here’s some responses to my annual Xmas cards
to classmates:
George L. Freeman of Gray returned home a few

weeks ago from the Maine Medical Center in Port
land. He is improving.
Henry Haines of Skowhegan attended the MaineBowdoin game at Brunswick, but was disappointed
in the outcome.
Ernest A. Porter of Brookline, Mass., is already
making plans to attend the next Commencement.
John L. Robbins of La Grange takes his daily
walk and removes snow from his driveway.
Harold Sheehan sends his greetings but no news
of any consequence.
1905

Mr. Horace A. Hilton
385 Union St., Bangor
One way and another I have collected a bit of
news. Most of it is to the good but the first item is
one of sadness that we will all share. “ Ben” Cowan
passed away on October 30, after a long illness.
He was one of the top men with the Stone and
Webster Co., retiring some years ago.
A nice letter from “Joe” Crowe on November 10,
that says “News from ’05 seems to be scarce. Guess
we don’t do anything very exciting.” And then goes
on to tell about a trip of 1,954 miles over the Pacific
Northwest states. Sounded like one of my trips of
years ago. He still enjoys golf though his score is
slipping a bit.
Next a note from “ Pink” French from Florida.
Says he feels able to drive to New Hampshire to
his summer place but plans to leave the car there
this time and fly back to Fla.
Then a good long letter from “ Rat” Moody who
is living at Cornish, Maine. After a working life of
big cities, Pullman cars, hotels, and being away
from home most of the time he is luxuriating in
retirem ent “Two miles out of the village, back in
the foothills of the White Mountains. Out in the
yard or looking out of any of our windows, I’m al
ways reminded of the 121st Psalm.”
A short note from Leon Foubert. “Hope you are
keeping well. On this end things are O.K., so far.”
From Geo. Huntington. “Trust all is well with
you; we are as usual, quiet and making no news.”
From Bill Ricker. “Hi: Yes my candle is still
burning.” Hadn’t heard from Bill in a long time
and was happy to get his word.
Frank O. White sends a Christmas card from Edmunston, N. B., but keeps quiet otherwise. Frank
pulled me through the THESIS that enabled me to
graduate and I owe him a debt of gratitude.
Altogether our class is one of old retired men.
Guess that I am the only one that doesn’t acknow
ledge retiring, but that doesn’t mean very much for
a couple of hours a day is about my speed.
To all you whose names do not appear above,
what do you say to sending me a word about your
doings. I know the readers of these few paragraphs
would indeed welcome any little thing that had
your name on it.

1906

Mr. Henry W. Bearce
1115 Aragon Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
On December 10 we attended a luncheon of the
St. Petersburg U. of Maine Alumni. Forty-two
alumni, wives, and friends were present. Gertrude
(Jones) Nutter and I were the only members of
1906. Other nearby classes were represented by
“ Si” Small and John Hillard, 1903; “ Pink” French
and Harry Beale ’05; and B. R. Connell ’07.
1907

Mr. Karl MacDonald
27 Nelson Ave., Wellsville, N. Y.
The Republican Journal, Belfast, reported that
Perce Wyman’s company has the contract to build
an addition to the Unitarian Chuch there. It
brought back memories of when your secretary used
to pump the organ there Sundays for twelve dollars
a year.
Herbert A. Knowlton, 17513 Delaware Ave., Lakewood 7, Ohio, writes: “ Have been playing golf two
or three times a week. Will probably stay here for
the winter altho a trip to Arizona would be a nice
change. I did not get to Maine last summer.”
John P. Harvell, 1022 Florida-Mango Rd., West
Palm Beach, Fla., says he has been home since the
latter part of October. He spent the summer in
Maine and N. H., but had a rough time as he was
not well. He is better now and enjoying life. He
mentioned that “ Al” Wood’s wife and sister, Eva,
who live in West Palm Beach, were well. “ Al” was
class 1905.
A postal from Jerome B. Clark, 1400 Woods
Place, Los Angeles 22, Calif., one of our three re
maining Law classmates, says at 83 he has passed
his yearly drivers examination and can now drive
up to April, 1962. Last summer he built an apart
ment house and that with four other houses there
and two in Maine keep him busy with care and
renting of them. He says: “Yes, I am alive and
kicking, very much, over the results of the election.
We do miss the fine summers in Maine.”
Arthur N. Beal, 17344 Arrow Blvd., Fontana,
Calif., had a bad accident the early part of last
year A teenager going 55 miles in a 25 mile zone
ran into them at a crossing. His wife was in the
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hospital six weeks with four ribs broken and her
spleen had to be removed as it was torn loose. He
had four ribs broken. They are now back to nor
mal. He is selling his cottage at Newport Beach as
he does not expect to be able to go there summers
much longer.
Horton W. Kierstead, 47 Violette Ave., writes
that he is about the same. In November his wife
fell and broke her left arm just above the wrist.
“Hank” said he told her that he had found out that
one arm does not add up to one half of two arms.
She has our sympathy, especially my wife’s, as
she had the same break of her right arm several
years ago.
I stayed in Greensburg, Pa., while doing some
consulting work and asked Frank Maddocks and
wife to have dinner with us. We had a very enjoy
able evening talking over “the good old days.” I
had not seen Frank for over 53 years. He still does
some property valuation work.
I was down to the annual A.S.M.E. meeting in
New York. Called up Charlie Martin one evening
and he came over to my hotel room where we spent
a couple of very pleasant hours. I had not seen
“ Squab” since 1907. I thought he looked pretty
good for a man that was at “death’s door” last
spring and was a present to his parents on Christ
mas Day 77 years ago.
Bennett R. Connell and wife left Scotia, N. Y.,
in the early part of December for St. Petersburg,
Fla , where they will stay the winter. Their street
address will be 810 5th Street, North, Apt. #1.
1908

Mr. James
Gannett
166 Main St., Orono
Ballard F. Keith served on the Rhodes Scholarship
Selection Committee for 1960-61 for the State of
Maine. President Elliott of the University of Maine
was Chairman of the Committee.
Clarence and Nestlin Westen’s annual Christmas
letter, while full of family news, was a very inter
esting travelogue. First off, they attended the ordi
nation of their son Alvin with the Florida Methodist
Conference at Lakeland, Florida. Alvin is serving
his third year’s pastorate of the Fruitland Park
Methodist Church. Nestlin “had the thrill” of go
ing with the League of Women Voters “ Holiday in
Europe” Osborne Tour, leaving Atlanta, Ga., on
October 7th. The plane landed in Rome where the
group spent five days. Then on to Naples, a visit to
Pompeii, to Sorrento, and a trip to Capri and
Florence. They also visited Austria, Germany, and
Switzerland. Then to Paris and finally to London.
The group returned home on October 30th.
John T. Kendngan’s address since he retired from
Northland College is Ken-Mar Road, Mercer, Wis.
A Christmas card from Sarah (Brown) and
George Sweetser ’09, Portland, Ore., contains the
news that one of our class adoptees, Sarah’s sister,
Lulu Brown of Old Town, flew out to Oregon last
summer After a wonderful visit with Sarah and
George she took a jet back to Maine; about nine
hours, Portland, Ore., to Boston.
Mrs. Raymond Fellows has moved from The
Farm, the delightful summer home on Verona Island
and is living in Bangor. Marge’s address is: The
Lowder, 303 Hammond St.
With deep regret we record the death of Dr.
George A. Phillips, Alice (Farnsworth) Phillips’
husband, on December 24, 1960, too late to report
in the January Alumnus. George had worked as
usual on Friday but passed away suddenly early
Saturday morning at his home, 208 Broadway, Ban
gor George was as loyal to Alice’s Class of ’08,
perhaps more loyal, than he was to his own Class of
’08, University of Maryland, College of Dentistry.
He had practiced his profession for over 50 years,
the last 45 in Bangor.

1909 Mr. Fre9dWestmoreland
D. Knight

Drive
W. Hartford 17, Conn.
All will be saddened to learn that Edward Earl
Gardner died May 16, 1960, at Malden, Mass. De
tails were in the Jan. Alumnus in the necrology
column. I am indebted to Francis P. (“Fish” )
Emery ’08, for the above information.
Howard R. “Johnny” Johnson writes that the
trip he and Mildred took to New England last sum
mer was most rewarding and very strenuous. Be
sides their visits around New England they also
spent some time in Richmond, Va., with their
daughter. While there they attended the wedding
of a grandson. They returned to their home in New
Port Richey, Fla., in late August in time to en
dure the abnormally high temperatures of the fol
lowing months. Johnny is active in color photogra
phy, shuffleboard, and has renewed a former interest
in checkers, also does some gardening.
William T. Osgood “ Bill” writes from his De
land, Fla., home that he and Claribel had enjoyed
fine fall weather in their area, but a lack of rain
has injured the citrus crop considerably. The Os
goods are delighted with their new Hendersonville,
N. C., home where they spent several months after
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a month in Maine. It makes a fine interim home
between Florida winters and Maine summers.
The Knights are heading for Florida in midJanuary. They will be at 500 West Venice Ave.,
Venice, until mid-March. It will be fun to join the
Florida West Coast Colony of Maine friends.

1910 Mr.

George P. Goodrich
14 Lawn Ave., Portland
Your secretary and wife spent a most enjoyable
Christmas with their daughter Virginia, her husband
Clarence Mclntire, and their four children, Linda,
Kathy, Paul and Nancy. Both Virginia and Clar
ence are 1944 graduates of Maine. We sincerely
hope all 1910ers had a very Merry Christmas and
will have had a Happy New Year when this message
reaches them.
We received a very fine Christmas greeting from
our president, Ernest E. Lamb, and his good wife
Polly.
Charles E. Stickney and his wife head for Florida
after New Years and will be there until May 1st.
Their address will be: Medeira Beach, Fla.
News for 1910ers comes in pretty slow and your
secretary hopes you will acquaint him with any
event or activity when it happens to you. It’s news
to the rest of us, though it may seem trivial to you.

BY CLASSES
Mr. Avery G. Hammond
P.O, Box 200, 287 Ohio St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—29
50th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
We are now in the year 1961. Yes, it has finally
come and we will celebrate our 50th Reunion next
June which is becoming ever nearer with ever in
creasing rapidity. Are we going to have a Reunion
attendance to make 1911 proud? Please write with
your suggestions and also be sure to say that you
will be there.
Some of the lost are found—Ralph H. Carlisle
is located at 164 Essex Street, Saugus, Mass. Fred
erick M. Ingersoll is at R.F.D., Rockland, Maine.
Elmer R. Tobey was honored on December 12
at Past Masters Night in observance of Mechanic’s
Lodge, A. F. and A. M at the Masonic Hall in
Orono. Past Master Tobey was presented a 50
year medal, with Charles E. Crossland, Past Grand
Master of the Grand Lodge of Maine, making the
presentation.
The Florida Crew has migrated and we hope they
are having the best of health and weather. The
T. V. shows nice weather for the games there.
Arthur Richardson, our President, will be in
Bangor soon. He will have a message for you, and
will brief your Secretary on procedure for the Great
Reunion Let’s go! go! go!
1912
Mr. William E. Schrumpf
84 College Ave., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—28
We’ve “ found” two more “lost” alumni, Percy
F. Ridlon and Charles E. Sullivan. Percy lives at
12 Cpl. Burns Road, Cambridge 38, Mass. Charles
is manager of Mount Washington AutoRoad and
his address is P. O. Box 486, Gorham, N. H.
Lewis J. Catheron, in a letter to Arthur Deering,
writes: “ I transferred to Harvard and received a
B.A. degree in 1912 Five years with Stone and
Webster Company followed, during which I was
assigned to accounting and office work in Boston,
Fort Worth, and El Paso, Texas. Then World War
I took me to France with the Coast Artillery School,
with final rank of Captain. After the war my em
ployer for nine years was Eastern Manufacturing
Company in Boston and at South Brewer, Maine.
In 1928 I joined the International Hydro-Electric
System group of companies and worked principally
for New England Electric System, then a subsidiary.
I am now assistant treasurer of Abacus Fund—name
changed from International Hydro-Electric System
in 1957.” Lewis’ address is Still River Road, Bol
ton, Mass.
Walter Witham writes that because of an accident
and illness he has been, as he expressed it, “out
of circulation for at least six months this year.”
However, he is now “back in the office a few hours
each day,” and we trust is on the high road to
a speedy recovery. Walter s address is 815 24th
Street, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Instead of publishing details of the progress of
the 1912 Fund drive in this column, it has been de
cided that Arthur Deering will include them in his
next letter to the class members. The drive has
made considerable headway in 1960. With the
present momentum we should really “go places” in
1961.
Happy New Year.
1913
Mr. Glifton E. Chandler
113 Highland St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—42
Classmates:
We had just enough snow in Portland the night
before Christmas to add to the beauty of the day.
1 9 1 1

It was a most pleasurable one for me and I
hope that each of you enjoyed this holiday wher
ever you were.
I have received quite a few letters in reply to
my letter sent to each of you relative to the
Class Incidental Expense and Gift Funds for the
1963 Reunion.
From. Dr. Forrest B. Ames came a check suffi
cient „to b u y a
Savings Bond. Thanks
Doc for your promptness and especially we are
grateful in view of your difficulties in moving, etc.
Please note the new address is 13 Longmeadow
Drive, Brewer, Maine. With the increase in your
family, it looks as if you will achieve the title
of “ 1913 Grand Pop” in 1963.
Wonders never cease—received a fine letter
from Richard (Dick to YOU) A. Power who is
manager of the National Farm Book Company at
Viroqua, Wis., along with a check for the Class
Incidental Expense Fund. Dick writes that he is
not sure whether he will be able to come on to
the Reunion in ’63 as June is one of his busiest
months. Well, Dick, your 50th will come but
once in your life time and hope that you will
make the effort. If I can’t persuade you, I know
Lloyd Houghton ' 12 can. Remember once upon
a time you and I took the entrance exams to
gether.
Received a card and note from Melvin and Lois
St. Clair at 2605 Cleveland St., Tampa 9, Fla.
“Mel” is an ardent supporter of the St. Pete
Maine Alumni meetings and hopes to make it in
’63. Sure hope to see you both, Mel.
John Littlefield has had some tough sledding
this year with two operations, but writes that he
is slowly recuperating. His address is Brewer,
Maine—send him a card, I know he will deeply
appreciate it. Thanks for your letter, John, I
am grateful for your courage in writing it.
“ Deak” Wescott, Maine ex ’13 and Dartmouth
’13, writes that he also has had two operations
but now on the way to recovery. (Looks like we
are all beginning to fall apart.) Says, that after
getting over the hump, he hopes to make the
50th at Maine in ’63 and will contribute to the
cause. A fine Maine spirit, “Deak” ; best to you
and Eve. He would like to hear from you, send
him a card at Bar Harbor. OH! yes, Chester A.
Wescott would give the card a better sense of
direction.
Leon Dodge of No. Edgecomb, Me., contribut
ed to the Class Incidental Fund m response to
my letter and said that this second reminder made
him aware that so few had contributed. Thanks,
Leon. Hope you are making preparations for the
’63 Reunion.
“ Slab” Savage is back at the old Camping
Grounds, 105 12th Ave., N., Indian Rocks Beach,
Fla., and he writes that he would like to see any
of the members of the Class who are down his
way—leave your Wampum and Tomahawks home.
A wish for a Happy and Prosperous New Year
to you all.
1914

Mr. Harold P. Adams
42 Boston Rock Rd., Melrose 76, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—36
We have heard from Roy Peaslee. He said:
“ I am thoroughly enjoying my retirement, princi
pally because I am busy and have a happy home.
Sorry to have delayed so long, ‘Hi.’ Hope you
will call sometime. Farm is 1.8 miles from Hooksett (route 3A) on Bow Bog Road. Hope you are
both well and happy.”
Roy has had a very busy and a very useful life.
Starting in 1914, the year in which one of the
University’s fine classes burst upon a waiting
world, Roy taught successively at Kents Hill Semi
nary, Hopkinton, N. H., High, Contoocook, N. H.,
High, and then entered the extension service as
Assistant County Agricultural Agent in Merrimack
County, N. H. in 1917. He moved from there to
Chittenden County, Vt., for a year, and then
returned to Merrimack County as Agricultural
Agent, a position he held until 1924. In 1924 he
went to work for the Merrimack Farmers Exchange
in Concord, N. H. Starting after a short indoc
trination period as a store manager, he advanced
to sales manager, and from 1924 to 1956 when
he retired, he served the exchange as general man
ager. In addition to his duties with the vigorous
and growing Farmers Exchange, Roy found time
for civic and community service being identified
with the Chamber of Commerce, hospital, church,
bank, YMCA, investment and loan, Federal Sav
ings, Associated Grocers of N. H., and with the
School Board of Bow, N. H.

17

The father of three daughters, Roy reports that
he has eight grandchildren with another on the
way. His daughters are Margaret P. Danforth,
Concord, N. H., Elizabeth P. Cain, Damascus, Md.,
and Mildred P. Lundburg, Waterford, Calif. He
married Gertrude Tilton Lyford, on May 15, 1960,
who has 12 grandchildren and another on the way.
Roy and Mrs. Peaslee are living on a farm in
Bow, N. H. They have a large garden and a 175acre stand of pine which he is slowly improving.
In addition to that, he is working part time as an
appraiser for the Concord Savings Bank.
Mrs. Harold P. Adams
(Margaret Holyoke)
42 Boston Rock Rd., Melrose 76, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—32
Emma E. Barkley, who attended the University
of Maine for two years, received her B.S. degree
from the University of Illinois in 1921, and her
master’s degree from the University of Chicago in
1940. She now lives at 17949 Loomis St., Homewood, Ill.
1 9 1 6 Mrs. Evelyn W. Harmon
(Evelyn Winship)
Livermore Falls
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS-44
45th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Since there was news left over from last month,
we shall start with that.
Samuel Rudman of the Home Radio and Furniture Company of Bangor has won the annual Furniture World award plaque for the State of Maine
for the year 1960. This New York publication
annually conducts a poll to determine the furni
ture buyer in each state of the union who has been
outstanding in his dealings within the industry. He
was awarded the winner’s plaque at the Fall mar
ket breakfast of the New England Furniture Agents
association at the Hampton Court Hotel. Presen
tation was made by the board chairman, who said
that the award is given to those whose human
relations best qualify them for high recognition in
the industry.
I was delighted that “Tom” (Thomas G.) Mangan replied to my request letter telling us about
his European trip. The trip was set up by the N. Y .
Athletic Club for their members and friends. They
sailed from New York on the S.S. Constitution of
the American Export Lines Aug. 7. They visited
Naples, Nice, and Genoa. They entrained for
Rome for the opening of the Olympic Games.
Since the club had members who live in Rome
they were well entertained. They attended the
Audience given by the Pope to the Olympic
1915
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athletes. This was very impressive. They at
tended the opening ceremonies of the Olympic
Games. They took in other places of interest,
including St. Peter’s, the ruins of Ancient Rome,
the Catacombs, Apian Way. “Tom” considered
Rome the most impressive of all the cities he visit
ed. After a week in Rome, they flew to Monte
Carlo, where they had a very good time. Their
next stop was in Paris. Then they went to Lon
don. After three days m London, they took a
plane to New York and arrived there after an
eight hour flight. Thanks very much for a most
interesting account.
Last summer I received a letter from Edith
(Flint) Coe telling of a visit to her son in Cali
fornia last sprin g. Sorry I haven’t had a chance
to use it -before. Her son 'took her to San Diego,
San Francisco, and Palm Springs, and showed' her
as much of -Los Angeles as he could. Edith loved
California. The airport in San Francisco is mar
velous (I remember that) and the Pacific, so very
blue with breakers so very white. They came
down the coastal highway, through Montery and
Carmel. Thanks so much for a most interesting
letter; I wish space permitted all the details.
|

The portrait of an outstanding Ohio dairy leader
was given last summer to the “Hall of Fame” in
the dairy science department at Ohio State Uni
versity. The person so honored was Charles L.
Blackman, Extension Dairyman at Ohio State University. The honor was given to him because of
his outstanding contribution to the dairy industry
in Ohio. He was born in 1893 on Peak’s Island
off the coast of Maine. After graduating from the
University of Maine in 1916, he obtained his mas
ter’s degree from Iowa State College the following
year. He has been a county agent in Maine, a
dairy extension specialist at Iowa State College,
a -field secretary for the New England Holstein
Association, and manager of Summit Farms, a
Holstein farm in Maine. .In 1925 he went to Ohio
as Extension Dairyman and has served in that
capacity for 35 years. From January 1947 to July
1948, he was on leave of absence to Colombia,
South America, as a technician for the Office of
Foreign Agriculture Relations. F o r two years,
October 1955 to 1957, he was on leave with the
first team to go to Rajasthan, India, with Dr.
Sutton of OSU. The Blackman home is always
open to those on the OSU campus from foreign
lands. It is said at the USO, “Charley is never
afraid to say he doesn’t know. His rule is never
compromise with the truth. He believes in keep
ing an open mind, a clean heart, and a forgiving
disposition.” He is serving his second year as
secretary of the Ohio Dairyman’s Association.
Mrs. William F. West
(Helen Danforth)
191-A Broadway, Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—50
H ere’s a recent letter from Roy Higgins:
1917 Classmates:
“ I am very keen to see the Arthur A. Hauck
Auditorium built at Maine. It will be a wonder
ful and useful addition to our campus.
“ Feeling so strongly about it, I have made three
additional contributions at various times after
completing my original pledge and I hope I will
be able to give more if I live long enough. I am
telling you this simply with the hope that it might
stir some of you to similar action. We have been
a pretty loyal class and I’m sure all of you
would like to see this project to a successful
completion.

1917

Meet University and Alumni friends at . . .

VALLE'S STEA
K
Quality meals and service
Locations in Portland, Scarborough, Kittery, and Newton, Mass
—
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“ I’m looking forward to our 45th. Hope to see
you all there. Best regards.”
Roy Higgins
55 Harwich Road
Longmeadow 6, Mass.
1918

Mr. b ran d s Head
208 Essex St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—58
Don Perry has heard from Ernest Coolbroth,
who has retired from the Longlines Dept, of A. T.
& T. after 40 years of service. He and his wife
will be at 54 Woodruff Avenue, Wakefield, R. I.
His son is a plant supervisor for Southern Bell
in Montgomery, Ala., and a daughter with three
children lives in New Jersey.
Edwin H. (Hy) May has been appointed con
sulting manager of Phoenix Mutual in Hatrford,
Conn. Nearing retirement, he has been with
Phoenix since 1929, and manager since 1937. His
son, Hy, Jr., is State Republican Chairman.
Everett F. Libby i s retiring on January 1 as
engineer at Hartford Accident and Indemnity, in
Manchester, N. H., and has been with the com
pany in Maine and N. H. since 1930. He is a
charter member and Veep of the N. H . Accident
Prevention Council.
191 9

Mrs. J ames H. Freeland
(Polly Mansur)
120 Grove St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—48
We extend our sympathy to the family of
Charles H. Champion who died November 7.
He was vice president of the R. T. Vanderbilt
Co., Inc., Park Ave., New York, and made his
home in Westport, Conn. He was an expert on
the production of specialized paper for printing.
(See Necrology.)
The Alumni office sent me a note about Randall
A. Harrington, Convent, N. J. He has one more
year to go before retirement, although he says he
never felt better in his life. He has been through
three wars, and says he hopes he won’t have to
go through another.
We were delighted to receive Christmas cards
from several of our classmates. Frank ’17 and
Ella (Wheeler) Harmon, San Mateo, Calif., wrote
that they are both very busy. Frank is active in
two engineering societies, Ella is on the auxiliary
staff of a home for elderly women, and they are
both active in church work. Last summer they
spent their vacation at Lake Almanor in northern
California with their son and daughter. The fish
ing was good and the scenery beautiful.
A note on a Christmas card from the Lawrence
Eddys, Schenectady, N. Y., said they expect to
move to Camden, Me., about March 1, and will
be at 29 Megunticook St.
Also Christmas cards from the Harold Pierces,
Woodstock, Vt.; Louise Pratt, Hanover, N. H.;
the Henry Turgeons, Auburn; Blanche Haley, Lin
coln, N. H. and Vernon and Jessie (Prince) Wal
lingford, Ferguson, Mo. Thank you.
19 2 0

Miss M. Eleanor Jackson, C.L.U.
202 Samuel Appleton Building
110 Milk St., Boston 9, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—52
Those of you who were back at our reunion
remember Dot Holbrook and another woman were
planning a trip for September. Dot writes, “Our
Scandinavian trip was a month of pure joy. We
visited both cities and small communities and
planned our itinerary and made our reservations
ourselves. One of the highlights of our trip was
seeing John Thomas of Boston University break
the high jump record at the Helsinki Stadium
where he competed with the Finns, enroute home
from the Olympics in Rome. Our “Sauna” in
Finland was a bit of local color we thoroughly
enjoyed. The Local steamship tour around the
coast of Norway was most interesting—as well as a
four-day boat trip across the canals of Sweden,
passing through sixty-five locks. Our only conduct
ed tour was a four-day bus trip through Denmark
—“ Fairy Tale Tours”—which I heartily recommend.
We had a superior person as a guide and we took
in everything from pickling pears in a landlady’s
kitchen to a thorough review of the history and
evidences of the Viking era. The Danish people
were very hospitable and have great character.
It was a perfect vacation and September the ideal
time to go.”
Coninne Barker writes from Barbizon-Plaza Hotel,
N. Y., “ My ‘graduation’ from the New York City
School System took place Sept., 1959. I plan to
remain in New York City for the present. I like
the old town. I could be coaxed to take a whole
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or part time position in the city if any of our alumni
can use a Political Science Major, U. of M. and
Columbia.” (Ed. note: Any Alum who knows of an
opening please contact Corinne.) Corinne con
tinues: “There were numerous things I had dreamed
of doing and had not done in Europe. So I made
a long list and let Thomas Cook & Son have a head
ache getting them into almost a three month sojourn
in Europe. It all centered about a possible date
for the Passion Play, August 17.
“ I wish space were available to fill in all the
colorful details from the Netherlands, Germany,
Switzerland, and Paris. Next I went to London
where I spent several days with Ethel Wigmore.
The 1920ers should remember her as Librarian at
Maine in those days. Ethel and I have kept up a
friendship over all these years. She has done so
many interesting things. She has just retired from
Head Librarian of the World Health Organization.
She lives and plans to live in London. She will
winter in Southern Spain. We did a lot of sight
seeing and saw ‘Oliver' which is coming to New
York and is a must. I sailed for home on the
Parthia Sept. 24. I had sailed over on the Berlin.
I like the smaller and slower ships. Some of this
dates back as I said to dreams from geography and
literature of even elementary days. I’ve managed
to make more of my dreams come true, but I still
have a few more. When we cease to dream and
try to make them come true, then we really ‘re
tire.’ ”
Elva (Gilman) Boynton writes, “ Ray had busi
ness in Lisbon on the Tagus River bridge, so took
me along. This was my second visit to Portugal,
however, this time I really had to enjoy this beauti
ful country. Portugal is an ideal spot as to climate,
scenery, interesting people and excellent food. We
made friends on the first trip and during the several
trips Ray has made alone. One of these friends,
a world traveler, an Art Collector, an antique hun
ter, an inventor, a foregin representative and sales
man for an air plan company, offered to take us
on a trip to Spain. He is unmarried, has a valet,
wouldn’t own a car, but travels in a hired car with
a chauffeur. It would take the entire issue of the
A lumnus to tell all that we saw and about the things
that happened on the trip that was the most fabu
lous affair I could even dream about. We drove
down the western coast of Portugal and we got to
the Spanish border where we had to cross over to
Spain by ferry. We landed in Seville. The next day
Mr. G. sent the car to Gibralta and we three flew
from Seville to Tangier, North Africa. That is the
most exotic place—quite like Miami in best section
and a second Bagdad in the Moslem quarters. We
really toured Spain (wish space permitted all my
impressions) and then left Madrid and drove back
over the mountains. We collected our belongings
in Lisbon and flew back. The jets are wonderful—
six hours over, eight hours coming back, quicker
than we can drive to Orono.”
1921

Mrs. Charles McDonald
(Dorothy Smith)
R.F.D. 2, Box 516, Carmel
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—59
40th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
George Ginsberg and I had lunch one day
recently formulating tentative plans for reunion.
They are developing. George and Mrs. Ginsberg
are at this time vacationing in Florida.
I am sure we are all pleased and proud to have
Rena C. (Campbell) Bowles reappointed to the
Board of Trustees.
From the Alumni Office comes news that Stephen
Beaker retired from the New York Telephone Co.
in August and is living at 6128 47th Avenue, No.,
St. Petersburg, Florida.
Martha (Woodbury) Kurth is in permanent resi
dence at North Sandwich, N. H., liking it so
much that she and her husband take only short
trips. I am sure that one of the trips will be to
Orono in June.
Perley L Berry is planning to make the trip
North from Alabama for reunion.

1922

Mr. Leslie
Hutchins
30 Alban Rd., Waban 68, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—69
A recent news item in the State of Maine as well
as Massachusetts papers was the announcement that
one of our classmates, Harry Elmont Henderson
from Hartland, was made Deputy State Treasurer at
the State House, Augusta. Many of us will remem
ber that tall, plodding Cross Country runner of
long ago. Harry was a letter man in track and the
1922 Prism has this to say of Harry, “Everybody
expects him to succeed as a C.P.A.” We can be
sure that he is a C.P.A. and a good one. Congratu
lations, Harry, in your career as an honest, con
scientious, public servant. Other states might very
well emulate this example in their appointments.
The 1952 Alumni Directory lists Earle F. Allen as
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one whose address is unknown. The Alumni Office
now states that Earle lives at 22 Cross St., Norwell,
M ass, that he is a consulting electrical and me
chanical engineer and that his activities in the
Town of Norwell include in the past 10 years that
of selectman, assessor, and former member of the
Water Commission.
Two of our members recently were the subject
of newspaper items through the work of their
churches. One, our old favorite Estelle Nason, was
elected president of the Women’s Alliance of the
Church of Universal Fellowship at a meeting held
in Orono on Dec. 13th.
Ralph G. Kennison, manager central division,
Central Maine Power Co. at Augusta, mentioned
in our column of the March 1960 Alumnus, has
done it again. Ralph was featured in a clergy, lay
men’s picture taken at Augusta at the Episcopal
Churchmen’s Fall Conference. There are many
others who are working for the good of mankind
through unpaid or underpaid public service in our
cities and towns, schools and churches—this is
America and this is a familiar pattern of life’s ac
tivities, fostered or encouraged at our University.

1923

Mrs. Norman E. Torrey
(Toni Gould)
9 Poplar St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—63
Cora Russell (Mrs. Henry ’23) Doten has been
named one of the three trustees of the Orono Nurs
ing Service. Also continues to be very active in
the Esther Eayres Chapter of the DAR as well as
the Thursday Club. She and Henry seem a part of
the campus at 356 College Ave.
Another active person in club affairs is Marion
Day (Mrs. James P. ’16L) Quine who was recently
installed as president of the Bangor Toastmistress
Club. She and her husband, who is a practicing
attorney, reside at 24 Royal Rd. One of their sons
lives in Bangor and the other, Albert ’60, is teach
ing in Aroostook County.
It certainly is good news that John A.- McKay
is vice president, National Account Relations of the
Owens Corning Fiberglass Co. at 717 Fifth Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.
Adolph Bisson writes that he has been a resident
of Florida for eight years and is a real estate broker
and salesman in the Orlando and Winter Park area.
If you are interested in homes, lots, and acreage,
I guess “ Dolph” is your man to see. Yon’ll find
him at 203 Lantana Drive, Orlando.
I was sorry to have missed Ralph and Ruth
(Coombs) Thomas when they were in Bangor this
summer. They visited our beautiful campus and
were much impressed with its growth since 1923.
Ralph is busy as usual as Vice Pres, of the Buhl
Land Co of Detroit and is also serving as a Trustee
at the Bushnell Congregational Church. He is
chairman of a Convention of Building Owners and
Managers being held in Detroit this fall. Ruth re
ports that their grandchildren consist of two little
girls which are a special joy because they live near
by their home which is at 16766 Edinborough Rd.,
Detroit 19, Mich.
Francia M. Place is retiring after thirty years at
the Meriden, Conn. Hospital and it is good news
for us that she is returning to Maine to live. After
the first of November she expected to be in her
home at 42 River St., Dover-Foxcroft.
1924 Mrs. Clarence C. Little
(Beatrice Johnson)
Little Haven. R F D. 1, Ellsworth
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—87
I hope you all will spring into action as a re
sult of our Class President Hazen Ayer’s delightful
letter. It moved your Secretary to send George Lord
a check toward our Class Scholarship Fund.
Olin Callighan was a speaker at the P.I.M.A.
meeting recently in Michigan. He is a national trus
tee of the group.
Clayton P Osgood was recently elected secretarytreasurer of the Maine Farm and Home Safety
Council He is chief of the division of inspection
in the Maine Department of Agriculture.
Hillis W. Holt, according to the New Britain,
Conn., Herald, has been in the radio business as
chief engineer for 37 years. He is so well known as
an electronics expert that people from far and wide
call him to solve their problems The long inter
view and photograph of Hillis were published in
the November 21st issue.
Harold J. Chase is manager in engineering in
the small turbine department of the General Elec
tric Co at Fitchburg, Mass.
Phillip E. Woods is bridge construction resident
engineer on relocation of Rt. 1 at Brunswick. Phillip
will be on this specific job about a year. He lives
at 97 Spring Street, Gardiner.
The class members who knew Jackie Jackson
(Mrs. Charles R. Hersum) will be shocked and
saddened to hear of her death recently in Washing
ton, D C., where she and her husband lived. Our

profound sympathy is extended to her husband and
any other family members. We have lost a loyal,
fine class member and friend.
1925

Mrs. William E. Schrumpf
(Mildred “Brownie” Brown)
84 College Ave., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—78
Cecil Cutts is assistant director of student aid at
the University. He is in charge of all student loans
of which the National Defense Education Act loans
are a part. He is also coordinator of all conferences
held by outside groups at the University. In addi
tion, Cecil has charge of about 40 foreign students
who are attending the University. Cecil was for
many years superintendent of schools at Saco,
coming to the University in 1959.
Lynette (Walker) Flewelling is head of the Eng
lish Department at Saugerties, New York High
School One daughter, a graduate of the University
of Vermont, is teaching at Brattleboro, Vt. The
other daughter is attending Wilson College in Chambersburg, Pa. Lynette lives at 51 Market St., Sau
gerties, N. Y.
George Davis Chase, Jr., is head of the science
department and chemistry teacher at the Senior
High School in New Britain, Conn. He is also
faculty manager of athletics.
Rubena (Comins) Pressey is Dean of Women at
Bangor High School, and is also a Guidance Coun
sellor. Rubena lives at 12 Grove St., in Brewer.
We are pleased that classmate Earle Hillman of
Bangor has been elected president of the State
Senate in the 100th State Legislature currently in
session in Augusta.
Helene (Douglas) Daniels now lives at R R. #1,
Readfield, Maine. Helene’s husband, Dr. Donald
Daniels (U. of M. ’22) is on the staff of the veter
ans hospital at Togus.
1 9 2 6

Mrs. Trygve Heistad
(Shirley Roberts)
11 Third Ave., Augusta
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—60
35th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Hervey F. Bowden of Gardner, Mass., is chair
man of the history department of Gardner High
School. He recently gave a talk, sponsored by the
Parent Teachers Association of Murdock High
School on “ Why They Behave Like Russians.” Her
vey was a student of the late Dr. George H. Blakeslee, eminent authority on the Far East.
At a meeting of the Maine Water Utilities, held
recently in Madawaska, Maurice H. Burr was
elected second vice president. How about a note
from you Maurice: all about your other activities,
your family, etc.?
We were recently delighted to have a call from
Hugh Huntley and his wife Lillian. They were en
route from visiting relatives in Bangor to their
home in Auburndale, Mass. Hugh is safety super
vising engineer for the Liberty Mutual Insurance
Company. Lillian teaches part time in the kinder
garten. They have one son, William, who is with
the Lideli Pharmaceutical Company in Kansas.
They have two grandchildren. Both of them are
busy in church work and various activities around
Auburndale.
1927

Mrs. Edgar Bogan
(Sally Palmer)
32 Myrtle St., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—77
Leita (French) Hamilton was a caller in the Li
brary this fall with her husband, Charles G. Hamil
ton '28. It was a pleasure to see them. Their
daughter has just graduated from the Lucy Webb
Hayes School of Nursing in Washington, D. C., has
passed her board exam, and will be located in that
city. The Hamiltons have been in Washington for
some years. He has been copyright officer in the
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Library of Congress for 14 years. Leita has recently
gone back to teaching and is in the Chevy Chase,
Md., education system and enjoying it thoroughly.
Helen (Peabody) Davis reports that she and Gif
ford are proud grandparents to two lovely babies,
aged one and two, residing in Savannah, Ga.
News from Edgar Crozier, Stonington, is the
marriage of his daughter, Rosemary, Class of 1959,
to Richard Colwell, Class of 1960. Their marriage
took place on Aug. 6 and they will be residing in
Texas for the next two years, where he will be
serving in the U. S. Army.
H. Russell Beatty, president of Wentworth Inst,
of Boston, Mass., has recently returned from a trip
to Russia for the Engineers Joint Council. It was
a mission to evaluate the utilization of engineers
and technicians.
1928

Mrs. William B. Ledger
(Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont St., Portland 4
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—72
Blessed be Christmas mail and the nice people
who send news!
Waldron E. Fernald’s address is Box 46, Bryant
Pond, Maine. Wish I could tell you more about
him!
Fran Fuller lives in Waterville and is on the
Board of Trustees of the Library. I know there
is much more could be said about one of the
beauties of our class, but I have to stick to facts!
A real estate ad of Wray Conro’s was in a
Mansfield, Mass., paper recently.
Harry Grant’s picture was in the Jersey Journal
making an award—as representative of Wirthmore
Feeds—at the Dairy Farmers Seminar Banquet,
U. of Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Wixson (Hope Craig)
are much in the limelight as usual. Made the
front page of the Waterville Sentinel—Wix as
Chairman of the Budget Committee and Hope with
a by-line on the story of the annual Town Meet
ing. Hope is also Public Information Officer for
Civil Defense and National Vice Chairman of
Press Relations for National D.A.R. Son, “Windy”
’53 is one of the four instructors on Educational
T.V. “Nine O’clock Scholar,” WSCH T.V., 9:30
a.m., Portland, and WLBZ and WAGM, Bangor
and Presque Isle. Wix received his fourth Na
tional Quality Award from Life Insurance Co.
of America for community service. Daughter
Sharon ’53 is in school again in Germany (attended
Olympics in Rome—was in Cairo last New Year’s).
To top it all off, Hope is attending Adult Educa
tion School, taking conversational French.
They make me ashamed to go back to my knit
ting, but here I go!

1929 Mrs.

Matthew E. Highlands
(Ramona Poley)
111
Forest Ave., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—83
Archibald Van Smith’s daughter, Katherine Anne,
was married to John M. Kreiger at Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., where the Smith family summers at 28
Willowbrook Heights. The bride received an A.B.
degree from Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.,
and an M.A. from the U. of Minnesota. She is an
applied science representative for IBM. Her two
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brothers, David and Peter Smith, sang at the wed
ding. The father of the bride, Archibald, is a con
sultant with Ebasco Services in New York City
and in the winter the Smiths live in Elmhurst.
George Sawyer has been made sales manager
of waxing papers and paperboard for Consolidated
Water Power & Paper Co. George has been with
the company since 1933, and has been waxing paper
sales representative since 1953. He and Ruth
(Greenlaw) live in Wisconisn Rapids, Wis., and I
believe they have three children, who must be all
grown by now.
Col. Frank Bostrom retired from the Air Force
in 1959 and has come back to Maine to settle.
He can be reached at Beech Ridge Road, R.F.D.
1, York, Maine, where he is building a home.
Dick Fitzmorris was on the campus in the fall
and stopped in to see us briefly. I learned then
the sad news that he and Claire (Callaghan) had
lost their younger son, Jimmy, last May. He was
killed in an automobile accident. To make it
even harder for the family Dick’s mother died
on the same day. Their daughter, Eileen, who is
a nurse, came home to New York for a while.
-She was married in September and now lives in
Wilmington, N. C. Dick and Claire spent their
vacation in Maine. Dick is as busy as ever re
cruiting and training personnel for the Telephone
Co.
Rod O’Connor’s son, Brian, graduated from
M.I.T. last June. He attended M.I.T. on a full
four year National Merit Foundation Scholarship
award. Before he graduated he was the recipient
of a National Science Foundation Fellowship for
graduate study which enables him to continue his
studies this year at the U. of Illinois. He is work
ing toward a doctorate in organic chemistry.
Charles S. Huestis, son of Bill and Doris (Ride
out ’27) Huestis, was married to Miss Adele
Coneybear in Fredericksburg, Va., and they are
living in Pittsburg, Pa., where he still works for
the West Va. Pulp and Paper Co.
1930

Mrs. Ernest l . Pero
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave., Westboro, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—97
Between Christmas and New Year’s—I hope the
fir s t was merry and the latter will be happy. It
is certainly a pleasure to have our young folks
home and to hear about life on campus from our
freshman daughter. She makes me wish I could
turn back the pages of time.
Our congratulations go out again to Cliff Mclntire who again waged a successful campaign for
his seat in Congress. Just before midnight on
Nov. 8, he thanked his constituents for the privi
lege of representing the Third Maine District for
another term. The Republican Congressman has
already served for nine years.
The leadership and drive of Cony High School’s
principal was one of four factors listed as reason
for the school’s being selected for the 1960
Bellamy Award. Prin. Horace Croxford came to
Cony in 1954 after several years of teaching in
Old Town, Orono, Bar Harbor, and Branford,
Conn. In 1958 Horace served as president of the
Maine State Principal’s Assn, and is a member
of the Standing Com. of the N. E. Assn, of Sec
ondary Schools and Colleges. In addition he is a
member of the Council of N. E. Secondary School
Principal’s Assn. In 1957 he attended the National
Convention of Secondary School Principals in
Indianapolis and in 1958 went to the convention
in Philadelphia as a delegate from the state as
sociation. Mrs. Croxford is the former Isabelle
Robinson ’3. They have a married daughter and
grandchild.
Ralph Perkins who lives at 423 Fox Chapel Rd ,
Pittsburgh 38, Pa., reports that he attended an
alumni dinner at the Hilton in Pittsburgh quite
recently, but he didn’t say whom he saw from our
era.
Russ Lathrop was elected president of the Ban
gor Parking and Modernization Corporation at
its annual meeting.
Milford Payson has become coordinator of adult
activities on the Friends Neighborhood Guild in
Phila., Pa. His address is 712 No. Franklin St.
I saw him last summer in Camden and he didn’t
mention his work so this must be a new venture.
Among the representatives of the Aetna Life Ins.
Co. honored for outstanding records in life insur
ance promotion at a recent dinner meeting in Port
land was Glenn Lamoreau of Richmond.
Vaughan Daggett, chief engineer for the Me.
State Highway Commission and a member of the
State Board of Registration for Professional En

gineers, was a speaker at the second annual meet
ing of the Maine Society of Professional Engineers
in Augusta, Nov. 5.
A forage analysis service for Maine Dairymen
has been established at the Agricultural Experiment
Station. The service is described in a circular,
“Maine Forage Analysis,” prepared by Ralph Cor
bett, Extension dairyman. He earlier published a
bulletin “ Feeding Maine Dairy Cows” which is
popular among dairymen.
Dr. Louise Bates Ames, noted psychologist, was
a speaker at the convention of Maine Congress of
Parents and Teachers. Her subject was “Needs
of Children and Youth.” A cofounder of the Gisell
Institute of Child Development, she is presently
its director of research.
1931

Mrs. Sam Sezak
(Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—85
30th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Two weddings of interest to class members:
Philip Bruce Curtis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Curtis, was married on Thanksgiving weekend to
Catherine Ayer in Winchester, Mass. Both bride
and groom were members of the 1960 class of
U of M. In Boston on December 3, Herbert
Hammons, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Hammons (Louise Durgin) was married to Grace
Wright. Herbert, Jr., is completing his study in
dentistry at Tufts College.
Willard Farris has been elected director for three
years of the Engineering Society of Cincinnati.
He is living at 240 Ireland Ave., Cincinnati 18,
Ohio.
News from the Bill Daley family at 6 Riverside
Drive in Falmouth. Susan, the youngest daugh
ter, is now a freshman at Maine, Michael has
graduated from Dartmouth in June and is now
associated with his Dad in business, and daughter
Margaret, Mrs. Linwood Carson, is teaching at
Las Cruces, N. M.
Francis “ Pat” McGuire of Orono was named
as a vice chairman of the scouting district newly
formed known as the Penobscot Valley District.
Vance Springer is director of research and sta
tistics for the Maine Department of Health and
Welfare. In Augusta recently he announced a
new policy by this department designed to give
closer scrutiny to and better records of Maine
marriage statistics.
Lewis Parlin, assistant state soil conservationist,
recently discussed the need of securing informa
tion of the soil and water needs of the people of
Maine before the annual meeting of the Maine
Soil Conservation District Supervisors Association
held in Bangor. He pointed out that the answers
to questions pertaining to farmers’ soil and water
problems will be secured by research people only
and suggested the appointment of a representative
to present these needs to the Agricultural Research
Service for action.
1932

Miss Angela Miniutti
55 Ashmont St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS— 117
Arthur C. Holbrook, 6 Lantern Lane, Hingham,
Mass., is a senior engineer for Bethlehem Steel
Co., Shipbuilding Division, Central Technical
Dept., Quincy, Mass. His daughter, Marilyn, en
tered U. of M. in the fall, in Class of 1964.
George B. Findley of Washington, Me., has
retired as a poultry specialist. On Nov. 8, he was
elected State Representative to the Maine Legis
lature from the class towns of Rockport, Union,
Warren, and Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Lester (she is Marion
Dickson, Class of ’33) now live at 28 Maxwell
Drive, Wethersfield 9, Conn. Their daughter,
Barbara (“ Skipper”) who is 15 and a sophomore
at Wethersfield High School, has selected U. of M.
as her first choice of colleges for September of
1963. After finishing her third season at the Westerman’s Wavus Camps in Jefferson, she1 visited
the campus in August and reaffirmed her choice.
Nancy Louise Mclntire, daughter of Smith S.
Mclntire, of Perham, Me., has entered Farmington
State Teachers College.
Jack Grenfell, 19, son of the Rev. and Mrs.
Jack (Clarine M. Coffin) Grenfell, pastor of the
South Park Methodist Church, Hartford, Conn.,
has entered Alaska Methodist College at Anchor
age. He is the third generation of his family to
take up the ministry as a profession. His father
and grandfather were both Methodist ministers
and because of this heritage he is allowed to
attend AMU under a ministerial heritage grant.
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1933

Mrs. Robert E. Pendleton
(Betty Barrows)
Island Falls, Maine
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—135
It was wonderful to have holiday greetings from
so many classmates of ’33, but I do wish that you
had sent along a few news items.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Percival of Brownville, have
announced the engagement of their daughter, Susanne Percival, to Jock Brown of Williamsburg.
Miss Percival is a student at' Husson College. Mr.
Brown is a student at the University of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Pendleton of Island
Falls, have announced the engagement of their
daughter, Nancy Pendleton, to Edward McGraw of
Winthrop, Mass Miss Pendleton attended Becker
Junior College in Worcester, Mass. She is a gradu
ate of Felt and Tarrant Comptometer School in
Portland. Mr. McGraw is a graduate of Coyne
Electrical and Technical School in Boston.
Walter Fitzgerald who lives in Bath sent along
a few notes about his family. His daughter Jean,
who attended Gorham State Teacher’s College, was
married in June to David G. McLuer of Bath.
They are at present in Biloxi, Miss., where Mr.
McLuer is enrolled at the Air Force School of
Electronics. Wayne, the oldest son, is a member
of the class of 1964 at U. of M. There are also
three other children in Walter’s family. Sorry, I do
not have their names.
A short note from Mary (Scott) Bratton told
us the good news that she and Bill now have a
seven month old granddaughter, Leslie Widen.
Two good prospects for Maine live nearby. They
are the grandsons of Clarence Berry. Their names
are Kevin and Timothy Prescott, and their parents
are Raymond and Susan (Berry) Prescott
Best Wishes to all for a very happy New Year.
Mrs. Donald P. Corbett
(“Frankie” Dean)
109 Benton Ave., Waterville
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—106
Next month we will have a long column because
many of you will send me news, Right?
Roger W. Hodgkins, we are surely glad to hear
that your son Thomas W. entered the U. of M.
this fall. Roger lives on Sea Barn Road, Cape
Elizabeth.
George M. Osgood of 240 Sunset Ave., Hightstown, New Jersey, congratulations on becoming a
grandfather! George Markey was born to the Os
goods’ daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. George
Fischer, on Oct. 28. He hopes to enter the U. of M.
in ’78.

1934

1 9 3 5 M r s . J o h n L . Jr.
(Frances Knight)
Lyndonville, Vt.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—116
Mr. and Mrs. Willis G. Pratt of R.F.D. #1, Rumford, Maine, enjoyed a very pleasant three weeks’
vacation in the Hawaiian Islands, leaving Rumford
August 14th, and returning on September 3rd. They
travelled by jet plane each way between New York
and Honolulu and stayed, most of the time, at the
beautiful “ Hawaiian Village” on Waikiki Beach
In addition to sightseeing around the island of Oahu,
they visited the islands of Maui, Hawaii and Kauai,
taking in the major points of interest on each.
Warren Flagg ’35 visited the Pratts at the H a
waiian Village, for a little while one afternoon, after
getting out of work, and chatted about the “ good
old days” at U. of M.
The weather was perfect during the whole three
weeks, and “ Bill” had a lot of fun taking some
three hundred, 35 mm., colored slides.
On the return trip, while changing planes at Los
Angeles, the Pratts were visited by Mrs. Pratt’s
brother and his wife, Charles and Viola Frederic, of
Hollywood, California.
Appointment of Carl Whitman as General Chair
man of the Needham Fourth of July Committee for
1961 was recently announced. Carl, who is Assis
tant to the President of Food Enterprises, resides
on Paul Revere Road. In addition to many com
mittee activities of the Exchange Club where he was
Vice Chairman of this year’s July 4th Celebration,
Carl takes an active part in many other Needham
civic affairs. He is a Town Meeting Member, a
member of the Board of Directors of the Needham
Civic Council, and was Chairman of the Building
Committee for the recently completed addition to
the Central Police and Fire Station.
1936

Mrs.
P. Webster
(Phyllis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—100
25th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
You won’t be reading this column until Febru
ary, but it is being written on Dec. 28th, and I
am full of news from Christmas cards. What a
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pleasure to have some first hand news rather than
having to copy newspaper clippings!
Alice (Crowell) Lord has joined the ranks of
grandparents. Her oldest daughter, Karen (and
I’m sorry that I don’t recall her married name) is
the mother of a baby boy. Alice’s other daughter,
Janice, is attending Waynefleet; son John, South
Portland High; and Jeff is in the seventh grade.
Alice says that Dot and Vernon Packard’s son is
at Middlebury College.
Ann (Eliasson) and Dick Clarke live at 79 Vis
count Rd., Longmeadow, Mass. Their son, Tom,
is a junior in high school, a member of the National Honor Society, captain of the football team,
treasurer of the Student Council, and a member
of the varsity basketball team. Karen, their daughter, is in the seventh grade and a member of the
Glee Club and water ballet.
Claire (Saunders) Ashworth writes that her oldest, Nancy, graduated from college last year and
is working in a branch of the Hartford Library.
She plans to go to Columbia U. next year to work
toward her master’s degree. Bill is attending
Wesleyan, where he received a scholarship, and
is a member of the freshman soccer team; he also
just qualified for the Squash Team. John is 14
years old—Claire neglected to say what year he
is in school—he is an Explorer Scout and attended
the Scout Jamboree held in Colorado last sum
mer. As to the parents, Bruce is president of the
Hartford Alumni Asso. and Claire is chairman
of the joint YMCA-YWCA Board and on the
Board of Directors of the Greater Hartford “ Y.”
Their address is 45 Lancaster Rd., West Hartford
7 Margaret
.
(Litz) Earle has four daughters, but
mentioned only Nancy, the oldest. She will gradu
ate from high school this year and hopes to go
into nursing. Marg is still in Perth, N. B.
Virginia (Nelson) Sturgis and son, Peter, live
at 206 So. Maine Street, Cheshire. Conn. Ginny
is teaching in junior high. Her daughter, Diane,
is married and has three children.
Louise Steeves was planning a cruise to the
West Indies for the Holidays. She has her own
real estate business in Miami, Fla. Her address is
3901 S.W. Seventh St
Georgia (Fuller) Wiesandanger writes that her
son, John, is a freshman at Maine in the College
of Technology. Georgia lives in East Winthrop
and said that this summer she, Geneva (Epstein)
Cutler, Charlotte (Fuller) Southard, and Beanie
(Reed) Shafer got together at her home for a few
pleasant hours. Geneva lives in St. Louis, Mis
souri, and is married to Dr. Harold Cutler. They
have two children, Emily, 14, and John, 7. Char
lotte lives on Murray St. in Augusta. Her hus
band, Frank, is a Bowdoin graduate and is
municipal judge of the City of Augusta. Their
son, Frank, attended the YMCA camp at Cobbossee this summer. Beanie’s husband, Rea, works
in the Bureau of Standards in Washington, D. C.
They have two girls, Christy and Sally Ann.
Their home is in Rockville, Md.
Georgia also sent me a clipping from the Au
gusta paper in which Gridley Tarbell was men
tioned as a member of the Maine Aeronautics
Commission.
Lawrence Cote of Augusta is secretary of the
Maine Society of professional enigneers.
Lt. Col. Richard O. Gordon, his wife, Florence,
and son Richard Jr., live at 14 Buckner Circle,
Ft McClennan, Ala.
Our daughter, Judy, has been home from the
U. of Wisconsin for an all too brief visit. I
imagine things will be pretty quiet around here
now
Keep the mail coming—isn’t it fun to have a
long column for a change? Also don’t forget to
start making plans for the BIG Reunion in June.
1937

Miss Alice R. Stewart
13 Chapel Rd., Orono
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Some of this month’s news comes to us through
Christmas notes. A Christmas card from Josie
(Naylor) Woods introduces three daughters of a
" Maine” (family. Eldredge “ Bud” Woods is
Maine ’36, their eldest daughter, Dena, attended
Maine; and Nancy, now a senior in physical edu
cation, has maintained a Dean’s list average
through much of her college career, has been a
junior resident, and is a member of the education
honor society, Kappa Delta Pi. Josie reports that
their third daughter. Hazel Jean, a senior in high
school, also plans to come to the University.

The Woods live on the Pepperell Road, Kittery
Point.
Jo (Snare) Dwyer’s family had a fine summer
holiday at their camp near Hamilton, Mass. Her
older boy, Terry, is in 9th grade, John is in the
4th. Her husband, Larry, who has been for sev
eral years principal of the High School in Berlin,
N. H., became superintendent of schools there in
July. Congratulations, Larry! Jo’s address is 286
Church St., Berlin, N. H.
While shopping in Bangor recently, I ran into
Naida (Sanders) MacNaughton. The MacNaughton family were excited because Don had just
moved his business, Rogers’ Jewelry, to a hand
some new store on Broad St. Don and Naida
have two boys, Tommy, 12, in the 7th grade, and
Danny, 5, in sub-primary. They have lived for
some time in Hampden Highlands.
John Green, R.F.D. 4, Somers, Conn., is cur
rently working with an experiment involving work
crews from the Connecticut State Prison. He
finds it interesting. He has five children, two of
whom are teachers, one in the marines, one in
second grade, and one married and living in the
Canal Zone. John also has a “ wonderful grand
son. "
Another classmate, Jerome Emerson, was re
elected head of the Maine Farm Bureau at a
conference held at the University in November.
Suggestion: Have any of you Christmas news
you would like to share?
1938

Mr. Robert L. Fuller
31 Andrews Ave., Falmouth Foreside
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Well, I’ll try to get this written before the
New Year’s D. T.’s set in—and it won’t take
long to record all the news.
Did get to Waterville to see the Maine-Colby
game and bumped into Lucy (Cobb) and Paul
Browne and also Ernie Reidman—not much
changed either.
Hear that Bob Parker’s son is a freshman at
Dartmouth—also understand that their daughter
is nearly as musically talented as her Dad and
Mother (Ruth Trickey ’40).
Guess these cold New England winters are too

The Haynes & Chalmers Co.
A. S. Chalmers ’05, Treas.
G. L. Chalmers ’46, Mgr.
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PHILBROOK FARM INN
and COTTAGES
Just off Route U. S. 2 at
Shelburne, New Hampshire.
Under the shadow of the
White Mountains the
Philbrook latch-string
has been out since 1861.
Wonderful fall foliage!
L a w r e n c e E. P h ilb r o o k ’16
C o n st a n c e P. L eg er ’41
N ancy C. P h ilb r o o k

’42

Bridgton Academy
Established 1808
Fully accredited boys’ college pre
paratory school. Grades 9-12, plus
post graduate year. Small classes,
supervised study, language laboratory,
developmental reading, new gymna
sium. All sports including hockey.
For illustrated catalog write Principal
Richard L. Goldsmith, North Bridg
ton, Maine.
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much for some of our elder classmates—the last
to leave is our Pres. John Gowell. John has
changed jobs and is V. P. of a concern manu
facturing marine hardware. He will be located
(by spring) in Syracuse, N. Y. at one of their
mfg. plants.
And this is a sample of the columns of the
coming year unless I hear more.
1939

Mrs. Linwood R. Card
(Charlotte Hennessy)
41 True St., Portland
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It was a struggle—but I finally found it—the
time and space to write! I pushed some things
back, and the children are out skating—without
any pushing!
The Walton E. Grundy family have a new son,
David, bom April 1, 1960. David is their third
child. They also said they had a nice visit with
Roger Stinchfield who is now with Arthur D. Little
Inc. of Cambridge, Mass., and has spent two
weeks working in North Chicago during October.
The Grundy family lives at 636 No. Elmwood
Ave., Waukegan, III.
Mrs. Robert Dow (Venora Stinchfield) has just
begun her fifth year teaching French in Needham
High School after having been out of the pro
fession for fourteen years. Son Ricky is now 13,
and Sandra is 11. Venora would like to hear
from some of her pals. Her address is 90 Blake
St., Needham, Mass.
Helen C. McCully, 51-A Middle St., Farmington,
is an export sales clerk, Forster Manufacturing
Co., Inc., Farmington. Helen adds that Forster
Mfg. has a new export manager who is a Univer
sity of Maine graduate—Donald I. Dodge, Class
of 1948.
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Basil Smith ’40

M. A. Hurd ’26
Waterville

Known throughout the state
for quality and service
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Melvin A. McKenzie, 578 Van Tress Drive,
Fairborn, Ohio, writes that early this year he
was assigned to Dyna Soar Project, directing en
gineering on ground support and training equip
ment. Their oldest child is 15, and their youngest
is 9. Cindy swam 25 meters in 28 seconds in her
last meet last summer. They hope Maine has a
pool by the time she goes to college. Ten year
old Mark ranked third in butterfly stroke in the
ten year old group in Ohio this summer.
Edward P. Cyr recently joined the Massacahusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co. as a represen
tative in its Bangor agency. He is currently
serving as a State Senator from Northern Aroos
took.
Mrs. Frank A. Allen (Josephine O. Campbell)
is living at 8209 Custer Road, Bethesda 14, Md.,
according to her sister. It would be nice to hear
from you, Jo—to hear about your family and
doings.
1940

Mrs. Edward K. Brann
(Anne Perry)
Box 78, Hampden Highlands
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Major Henry and Ruth “Bonnie” Hathaway sent
their newsy Christmas letter to Mary (Williams
’05) Griffin of Bangor. Here’s the news—the fam
ily live at 66 DonaAna Place, Holloman A.F.B.,
New Mexico. Henry is chief of base services
which includes innumerable clubs and events. He
is also flying instructor for the base club and as
a popular toastmaster delights audiences with his
downeast accent. The family is young Michael,
nearly 2, Paul, 7, David, 9, Peggy, 13, and Lois,
15. They have been in New Mexico for five years
and took a family trailer trip to California last
summer.
1941

Mrs. Constance p . Leger
(Connie Philbrook)
Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelburne, N. H.
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20th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Many thanks to all of you who sent notes at
Christmas—they will be appearing in your col
umn as soon as possible.
Dale Butterworth is teaching at Westbrook
H. S. and is making and selling pine furniture.
He and Flossie (Atwood) ’42 should be proud of
their daughter, Susan. She won the State 4-H
Dress Review and went to Chicago for National
competition.
Peter Clough, the oldest son of Polly (Cushing)
and Charlie ’40 was King Teenager from Falmouth
High on Dave Astor’s TV program.
Owen Smith is president of the Maine Potato
Council. Saw a good picture of him with a two
row mechanical harvester on his farm.
The Alumni Office has finally caught up with
Steve Bacigalupo. He is a lawyer—home address
is 21 Baker St., Braintree, Mass., and if you wish
to see him on business, call at 492 Washington
St., Braintree.
From 89 Royal Road comes word of Stuart
Haskell. Their only son is the assistant publicity
director on the Maine campus. His wife teaches
in Bangor. Stuart is superintendent of Maine
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School Union No. 83 which is building a new
four room consolidated elementary school in
Hudson. He hopes that we will have a reunion
that will make all others look like a faint glim
mering light and is willing to help in any way
that he can. I hope that you all feel the same
’cause you may be called upon to do most any
thing for the cause.
1942

Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner
(Bette Barker Kilpatrick)
80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
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Our developing class agent system is bringing in
some interesting mail indeed. A long letter from
Dan “The Colonel” Roberts is here beside me and,
as our teen-agers would say, I’ve been getting a
large charge out of it. Wish I didn’t have to boil
his letter down to bare facts. Dan is an advertising
sales representative, doubles as an assistant to the
Advertising Manager, handles research for the com
mercial end of the magazine, and occasionally con
tributes editorial matter to Hospital Progress, the
official publication of the Catholic Hospital Associa
tion of the United States and Canada. He is mar
ried to a “lovely St. Louis gal, Marilyn (M eyers)—
since 1950. They have two sons, nine and seven,
a St. Bernard—“ intake about $22 per month,” a
nine-room home on an acre lot, built in 1958, in
Kirkwood, Missouri. Many thanks, Dan, for a real
ly great letter' Oh, nearly forgot, Daniel C. Roberts,
1345 Wilton Lane, Kirkwood 22, Mo.
Last summer Morris Wing was named resident
manager of the Woodlands Division of the Inter
national Paper Co. in Maine and also manager of
the company’s subsidiary International Logging
Corporation in Chisholm.
Dick and Margie (French) Franz and their two
children, Barbara and Michael, are now located in
New England. Dick is a Major in the Air Force
and stationed at Grenier A. F. Base, Manchester,
N. H.
Earl Hodgkins was installed master of the Ralph
J. Pollard Masonic Lodge in Orrington in December.
"Bob Deering writes, “ I am doing a big landscape
job on a proposed park of over 5,000 acres. The,California State Park Commission (of which Will
Rogers, Jr., is chairman) has approved preliminary
plans, and now I’m preparing a report for the
Legislature.” Bob is now living at 121 San Bernabe
Dr., Monterey, Calif.
-----Harlan Rowe is a food inspector for the U. S.
Army and is living at 94 Riverdale Park, Gloucester,
Mass. He is married to the former Eileen Connors,
a graduate of Husson Business School in Bangor.
They have two sons, James, 16, and Keith, 13. James
is a junior at Kents Hill School, while Keith is an
8th grader, at home.
Latest news on a couple of the gals in the class—
Marie Pinette, whose address was not known for
a couple of years, is now living at 2231 California
St. N. W., Washington, D. C. I believe she has
been in the D. C. area ever since graduation. Janice
(Woodward) Beedy lives in Turner and teaches at
Canton High School.
1943

Mrs. Donald V. Taverner
(Olive Rowell)
9 Chapel Rd., Orono
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I do hope that all of you enjoyed the holiday sea
son as much as we here in Orono did.
A note from George Norton of 399 Elm St.,
Northampton, Mass., says that both Joe Flanagan
and he look forward to the two days they spend on
campus each year interviewing students for Mon
santo. The trip was in January in 1961. George’s
wife, Jane, is a teacher at Northampton High
School. When George isn’t busy managing project
engineering in the Plastic Division of Monsanto in
Springfield, he enjoys boating on Long Island Sound,
weather permitting.
On their holiday greetings to us, Pat West in
cluded the following note: “ As you see, we’re now
stationed in New Orleans. Bruz is assistant director
of reserve units and travels a lot in the states of
Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and New
Mexico. He likes his work very much. Getting to
Maine now is a major excursion, but we plan to
drive up come June. We’d so enjoy seeing any
Maine folks in this area.” Wonderful to hear from
you, Pat. Incidentally, the Wests’ address is: 2429
Bristol Place, New Orleans, 14, La.
Philip Chute, manager and owner of the Chute
Homestead, Naples was re-elected president of the
Maine Hotel Association in Portland recently. Con
gratulations, Phil.
Barbara (Cole) Bear sends word from Thor
Place, Fairfield, Conn., that J. Alice Smith ’41 and
her daughter, Dianne, worked at the Bears’ sum
mer camp in East Hampton, Conn., last summer.
Two of Rudy and Jeanne Haffner’s children attended
camp.
Jay M. Lord, 438 Sweetbrier Dr., Warminster,
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Pa., was made equipment engineer, customer ser
vices, in the new Eastern Area organization of the
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania in July. By
now the Lords should be occupying their new home
which Jay has been building in his spare time dur
ing the past 5 1/2 years.
Dr. Oscar M. Wilbur, Jr., of 816 E. 25th St., Hibbing, Minn., is a specialist in pathology and his
practice includes hospitals in Hibbing, Chisholm,
and Grand Rapids, Minn. He uses a light twin
plane, piloting it himself, in going between hos
pitals and to the university medical center in Minne
apolis. His two daughters are in the third and
fourth grades this year.
G rand F. Davis is now production manager of
Armour Agricultural Chemical Co., Nitrogen Di
vision, Crystal City, Missouri.
John P. Cullman is President of Cullinan’s, Inc.,
in Norway, Maine.
May 1961 be your best year yet!
1944

M rs. E vertt P. Ingalls, Jr.
(Joyce R. lveney)
27 Summit St., Woodland
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Mrs. Eddie Robertson (M. Elizabeth Brackett),
2409 Laura Ave , Orlando, Florida, has been per
sonnel executive secretary for Orlando Daily News
papers, Inc. for nearly ten years. They have a 13
year old 8th grader, Patte, and a 6 year old 1st
grader, Marc. Eddie is district supervisor for
Colonial Oil Co. I have a cousin in Orlando—
may look you up, Betty, when I'm there.
Paul Harthorn, Corriendes 767, Dept. 5-A,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, is in charge of the work
that Barrington International, Inc. is doing in re
organizing the Industrial Bank of Argentina.
Mrs. Clarence A. Hale (Hughene Phillips), 58
Birch S t , writes that her second youngster started
school this fall.
Harold E and Elizabeth (Farris) Purinton, Rt.
2. Box 187, Auburn, write that Mr. Purinton is
associated with P W. Brooks & Co. Inc., Invest
ment Bankers and a new office has recently been
opened in Lewiston, Maine
Tom Stotler and his wife, Barbara, have a 2
month old son, David, and a home at 68 Old
Oaken Bucket Rd., Scituate, Mass., where Tom has
started his own life insurance business. Tom was
hunting in Princeton and stopped in to see us last
week. Hope you got your deer on Monday, Tom.
Aubrey A McLaughlin is the executive vice
president of the Houlton Regional Development
C o rp , a nucleus of some 250 business and civic
leaders which is putting Houlton on the map in
dustrially
Mrs. William J Adams (Carol I. Irvine) wrote
from Box 128—Readfield, that she and her husband
who is a forester for the Maine Forest Service have
three boys and one girl whose ages range from 2-9
Florence (Treworgy) Benham sent an interesting
letter from 1 Circle Drive Ext., Greenwich, Conn.,
telling us that she is a home economics teacher in
junior high this year. Her husband is a hardware
store manager and they have Patricia Annette, 10,
and Jeffrey Lloyd, 7. Sounds like Florence has a
full schedule with a course in educational psycholo
gy, too!
Another answer to a questionnaire has been sent
by George W. Banton, D M.S., from Island Falls.
He has three children, 8, 13, and 14, and listed his
hobbies as golf and duck hunting
Mrs. Donald W. Bail (Jo Blake '42) filled out the
questionnaire for her husband and writes that he
is pulp mill foreman and they live at 48 Cedar St.,
East Millinocket. They have three girls, 14, 11, and
9. Don likes to camp and sings with a group and
is building a house—mostly do-it-yourself. They
have done a lot of touring and camping and are
active in many groups, including Lions Club, P.T.A ,
and Republican Town Committee.
C. Lincoln Jewett, 4616 Reservoir Rd., N. W.,
Washington, D. C , reports first chlid, a baby girl,
born May 9.
Dr. Daniel P. and Hattie (Ingraham) Storer, 108
Fessenden St., Portland, write that they live near
the Dean Irvines and can see the beautiful new
Payson Smith Hall from their kitchen window.
Edward and Marilyn (Tobie ’47) Hayes live at
1833 Sunset Ridge, Glenview, Ill. Edward is man
ager of the long range planning division, Interna
tional Mineral Chemical Corporation.
Dr. Frank P Gilley of Holden was elected presi
dent of the Penobscot Conservation Association,
Inc.
Earland K. Sleight, president of the Orono
Y.M.C.A., was among the leaders at the Y M C.A.
Workshop held at the University of Maine.
Burt Bates has accepted a position with the Con
tainer Corporation of America at Oaks, Pa.
Many of you have sent Christmas cards with
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news and addresses. I will assemble the news for
the next issue. Thanks to all for lots of news.

clothes, dropping tree needles, and children at home
for vacation!
Had a nice chat with Betty (Flint) Hilton be
1945
Mrs. Frank W. Spencer
fore the holidays and she offered some new and in
(Doris Emery)
teresting news about a classmate not heard from
24 Sunset Dr., Beverly, Mass.
in a long, long time. Ann Harmon, who married
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Gerard Driesen from Netherlands, is now settled
Barbara (Atherton) Case writes that she and
in Switzerland with her 3 children. Betty thinks
her husband, Bob, moved recently from Sacramento
her husband works with Nestle’s.
to 401 S. Ingals St., Denver 26, Colo., where Bob
In the fall, Floyd Beecher, a Portland realtor, was
is in charge of the marketing field office there with
named president of the Maine Association of Real
the Department of Agriculture. Barbara claims to
Estate Boards.
be a “ lady of leisure” now, having given up being
Bernard Prescott has been appointed to the So
a Cub Scout den mother and teaching classes for
cial Service Dept, of the Veterans Administration
the Red Cross That can’t last, Barb, you’ll be as
Hospital at Northampton, Mass. He and his family
busy as ever soon.
will make their home in Northampton, which will
In November I received a wonderful note from
make them practically neighbors of ours. Do hope
Winslow Work telling me his address: 180 Hogerty
our paths will cross one of these days!
Ave., Phillipsburg, N. J. Windy is happy with his
It is always interesting and pleasing to find more
work and Liz is busy already with Girl Scouts.
and more members of our class fulfilling their civic
Their daughter, Nancy, is in the second grade, and
responsibilities. The Bangor Daily News reported
Dick is in the sixth grade and enjoys baseball and
in October that Mr. and Mrs. Dana Giggey were
football. We hope you are convincing him to go to
named co-presidents of the Fifth Street Junior
college at the U. of M., Windy.
High School. P.T.A.
Carolyn (Chaplin) Bradley wrote on her Christ
At a Farmers Home Administration conference
mas card that she, Bill, and the girls have moved
of all state and county personnel at the Elmwood
into their new home at 35 Edgewood Dr., Brewer.
Hotel in Waterville this last October, State Director
William and Constance (Carter) Lamprell and
Millard G. Otto presented an award to Asa R.
their children visited them in August.
Mace, Jr., for .his contribution to the employee
suggestion program.
Olive (Upton) Bruins and Robert are living at
11533 Scott Ave., Whittier, Calif., and are an
Lee C. Davis of Barnstable, M ass, holds now
nouncing the birth of Jeffery Robert on October 7.
what sounds like a tremendously interesting and
Previous to the arrival of their son, Oily was teach
worthwhile position. He has been appointed full
ing at Norwalk High School and is now doing lay
time director of the Cape Cod Junior Museum of
reading for the English Department at California
Natural History at Brewster Town Hall. This unique
High. She is also taking courses at U. of Southern
and growing organization is comprised of boys and
Calif, in library science. It was so nice to hear
girls 9 years and older. Classes are held on Satur
from you, Oily.
day afternoons in 5 categories. Lee is teaching sea
Barbara A. Dennett is now teaching in Conshore life. Other classes include pond life, plant
life, geology, art and nature. Lee was formerly
ard High School in West Hartford, Conn , and mail
with the Oceanographic Institute at Woods Hole.
reaches her at 162 Woodrow St., W. Hartford 7,
Conn.
Olive (Coffin) Hart lives at South Hope with
In an item in the Bangor Daily News comes the
her husband, Halver ‘Skipper’ ’50 and their 4 chil
dren. Their mail goes to RFD #2, Union. Skipper
news that Albert Smaha was presented a diamond
pin for 25 years’ service with the Columbia Market.
holds a supervisory position in the Sylvania plant
Making the presentation was our own Rev. E.
at Waldoboro. Ollie has been Town Treasurer at
Hope for several years.
Charles Dartnell.
This is your column, so please send along a note
Don Thomas is teaching freshman and junior
telling what you are doing now.
English at the Chicopee, Mass. High School this
year. Another neighbor of ours. Strange our paths
1 9 4 6 Mrs. Edward G. Harris
have never crossed since we sat next to one an
(Judy Fielder)
other in numerous English classes at the good old
411 Elm Street, Fayetteville, N. Y.
U. of M. Last address I have recorded for the
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Thomases is 313 Cortland St., Springfield.
15th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Will close the column this month with a bit of
We are pleased to hear that two *46ers were cosad news for one of our classmates. I’m sure we
chairmen of the Portland Club of University of
all extend our sympathy to Pauline Quint Arbo
Maine Women’s Bridge Party held on January 19
(Mrs. Russell) whose small son was killed in an
at the new Payson Smith Hall of the University of
auto accident in Patten, Maine.
Maine in Portland. They are:
1 9 4 9 Mrs. Oscar R. Hahnel, Jr.
Mary (Libby) Dresser, 91 Rocky Hill Road,
(Julie Shores)
Cape Elizabeth and Mary (Hubbard) Flynn, 95
12 Jepson Ave., Lewiston
Ivie Road, Cape Elizabeth. Funds raised are used
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to help sponsor an annual $150 00 scholarship at
the University of Maine and to present the annual
Winter is well underway here in Maine, and some
women’s watch award to the outstanding woman
of us are looking with longing toward spring.
graduate at the U. of M. each June.
A wonderful newsy letter from Tannie (Lois Ann
Small) Peterson brings us up to date on the doings
1947
Mrs. Walter C. Brooks
of the Peterson clan. Douglass is a field engineer
(Peg Spaulding)
for Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. in Utica, N. Y.
57 Leighton Street, Bangor
His job means a lot of traveling but he loves it
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Dorothy Boulos left Rome, Italy, in November
and is now working in Frankfurt. Her address is
Distributors of Building:
American Consulate General, APO 757, New York,
Materials
New York.
Malcolm H. Blodgett, 329 Rutledge Ave., East
ACME SUPPLY CO., INC.
Orange, N. J , was recently appointed head of the
60 Summer St. Bangor, M e .
English Dept, at East Orange High School. Mel
was granted his M.A. from Columbia Univ. in
T. M. Hersey ’34, Pres.-Treas.
February, 1960.
Philip Johnson ’43, Vice Pres.
I was awfully glad to hear from Elizabeth Ray
who is associate prof, & research specialist in home
economics education, College of Home Economics,
The Pennsylvania State Univ. at Univ. Park, Pa.
Her home address is Box 211, Lemon, Pa.
Roy and Althea (Barstow ’46) Barstow write
that their latest address is Seminary Ave., Man
Complete House Furnishers
chester, Vt. They have two daughters, Bonnie May
and Laurie Jean.
84-88 Hammond Street
A new address for James E. Gleason is 1074
Bangor, Maine
Norumbega Drive, Mourovia, Calif When he wrote
he was expecting a visit from Clyde W. Wasburg ’47
of 9 Wirthmore Lane, Lynnfield, Mass These
alumni attended Portland Junior College; welcome
to our ranks
SER V IN G

Bangor Furniture Co.
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Mrs. Richard S. Foster
(Jean Campbell)
15 Donamor Lane,
East Longmeadow, Mass.
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Though this news will reach you all long after
the Christmas holidays are over, at writing time
I am buried under a mound of wrappings, toys, new
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the
first
thing
to save
for your
old age

IS YOU!
And since doctors estim ate that
one in four of us will develop can
cer at some time in our lives, what
better investm ent than to learn
how to guard yourself against it?
More than a million Americans are
alive today, cured of cancer, be
cause they went to their doctors
in time.
For more information, call our near
est office or write to “ Cancer” in
care of your local post office.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY
1

Tan says. Both of them are active in “The Play
ers,” the local theater group; Doug as an actor
and Tan as accompanist for the musicals. Tan and
Doug have five children, Brian, 9, Chrissa, 8, Jean,
7, Ann, 5, and Keith, 3, so there are piano, violin,
and dancing lessons, Brownie and Cub Scouts. As
if this weren’t enough, Tannie is the president of
the recently organized Utica-Rome Area U. of M.
Alumni Association. Norman Pelletier ’53, is vice
pres, and Bernice Lowery ’36 is secretary-treasurer.
If any of you in the Area haven’t bees contacted,
watch for the notice of the next meeting, or get
in touch with Tannie at 4 Springate St., Utica 3,
N. Y.
I was sure that I had reported Fred Bamford’s
wedding, but can’t find any record of it so will
correct the oversight right now Fred and Elaine
Soutter were married at Trinity Lutheran Church
in Lowell, Mass., on Oct. first. Elaine is a gradu
ate of Katherine Gibbs school and is a commercial
instructor with the N. E. Tel. and Tel. Fred is
an instructor at BU and is completing his studies
for a Ph.D. in economics.
Lewis Wyman has received a fellowship from
Charles H. Hood Dairy Foundation and is taking
a leave of absence to complete work on his masite r ’s degree at the U. of Mass.
Carlton Ranks has been appointed vice president
in charge of operations for County Asphalt, Inc.,
of Tarrytown, N. Y. Our last address for him is
Mt. Ivy Trailer Park, Pomona, N. Y.
Arthur Cunningham was manager of the foreign
car division at the Golden Anniversary Auto Show
of the Bangor Auto Dealers.
Gerry (Bellfleur) and Eddie Simanonok are back
in the States again after almost four years on
Okinawa. Eddie is stationed at L. G. Hanscom
Field in Bedford, Mass., with Air Research and
Development Command. Their home address is
16 Minot Rd., Concord, Mass. They have four
boys now, Karl, 10, Steve, 7, John, 2, and baby
Peter, 2 months. I ’m sure that they would like to
see any of you in the Boston area.
By the time you read this, A1 and Margie (Wat
son ’48) Savignano will be settled at their new
address, 498 Court St., Auburn. They bought a
large house with about six acres of land. Their
three children and two dogs will have plenty of
places to play.
The following items are from dues cards and
are necessarily brief.
Paul Coleman is superintendent of the Houlton
Water Co. and lives at 17 Lincoln St., Houlton.
Paul Hamm is living in Abington, Pa., at 1845
Rowland Rd., and is Manager, Condenser and
Pump Div., C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Co. in
Philadelphia.
Malcolm Hayden is with Charles E. Merrill
Books, Inc., as chief editor for high school texts.
His home address is 83 No. Remington Rd., Colum
bus 9, Ohio.
Roland Mayberry is living in Stone Ridge, N. Y.,
but says that they come back each July and
August to their cottage on Barrow’s Point, Lake
Sebasticook, Newport, with their four school age
youngsters.
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Mrs. George R. Brockway
(Ellie Hansen)
R. D. #3, West Auburn
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I certainly enjoyed the notes I received from
many of you at Christmas and hope you all will
continue to send along news about yourselves and
your families.
Carol (Carr) Lyons has been very active in the
theatrical circles around Buffalo. This past fall
she played Agnes Gooch in “ Auntie Marne” at the
Studio Theatre in Buffalo, and did the choreog
raphy and played in a musical at the Niagara
Falls Little Theatre. Kit and Larry live at 79
Follette Lane, Tonawanda, N. Y.
Lois and Norm Parrott and children Leslie Ann,
Bruce, and Normie live at 68 Cambridge Ave.,
Garden City, Long Island, N. Y. Norm is presi
dent of the N. Y. alumni association this year.
Will Nisbet has moved from Augusta to Port
land and is traffice manager for New England
Tel. & Tel. Co. His home address is 59 Wall St.,
Portland.
Frank J. Smith is the telephone company man
ager in Newburyport, Mass.
Carl Bache-Wiig is a statistician with the Maine
Employment Security Commission in Augusta.
The Ralph M. Leaches of 936 Main St.,
Leominster, Mass., are the proud parents of a
boy, Norvin M., born last March.
Major Stanford A. and Lois (Coffin) Ensberg,
USAF, and children Cassie, Mandy, and Bruce
live at 615 Beth Drive, Great Falls, Montana.
Stan is from So. Dakota and is a rated Command
Pilot operating off Malmstrom AFB, Great Falls.

He is a graduate of the Air Staff and Command
College at Maxwell AFB, and served with MATS
between the West Coast, Hawaii, and Japan.
Lois, as an Air Force Wife, has served at Westover, Otis, Nellis, Travis, Maxwell, and Malm
strom AFB’s.
Harlan J. Witham, 77 Highgate St., Needham
92, Mass., writes that he would like to hear from
any good C.E.’s or physics majors who are in the
missile associated field and would like to get back
East. He is in the field of executive and technical
talent search.
George and Sandy (Isabelle Sands) Sampson of
94 Barnard Drive, Newington 11, Conn., are the
proud parents of a sixth child, a beautiful red
headed girl, born Sept. 16. The family now stands
at 4 girls and 2 boys, unless you want to count a
male parakeet and a boy beagle!
Bob Lowell is back from Pensacola, Fla., and
now is an instructor in electrical engineering at the
U. of Maine. Bob and Jean (Brewer ’50) use as
their address M.R. Box 37 1/2, Park St., Orono.
Norman Powell has recently moved from Grafton,
Vt., to Townshend, Vt. He is a business teacher at
Leland and Gray Seminary. Mrs. Powell recently
resigned as pastor of the Federated Church after
three years service. The Powells have three chil
dren.
James E. Welch has been named supervisor of
product development and quality control with the
Wm. Underwood Company. Jim lives at 316 School
St., So. Acton, Mass. He is a former official of the
Maine Sardine Industry Research and Quality Con
trol Laboratory at Bangor and also served on the
staff of the University’s Agricultural Experiment
Station. He has authored a number of technical
papers on sardines and holds a patent on processing
of maraschino cranberries. Jim is a member of the
Institute of Food Technologists and of the New
England Fisheries Technologists.
Bill and Lois Linton, with David, 7, and Nancy,
5, live at 805 Washington St., Grants, N. M. Bill
is doing gamma ray logging (uranium) in the Am
brosia Lake area.
Muriel Kenderdine of Los Angeles, Calif., was
married in November to Edward Bennett Murray,
also of Los Angeles. Muriel is continuing her
studies in singing and acting and performs with
opera workshops connected with the Los Angeles
Conservatory and UCLA. Ed studied architecture
at Los Angeles City College and was in the field
of architecture for 6 years in Los Angeles County
and at Lockheed Aircraft Corp. He is studying
for his Master of Fine Arts degree and will con
tinue to work in the fields of painting, graphics, and
sculpture. The Murrays are living at 734 So.
Carondelet St., Los Angeles.
Franz A. Kneidl has been appointed to head the
engineering dept, of the Aircraft Equipment Div.
of Aerotec Industries, Inc. Franz was associated
with the Pratt and Whitney Div. of U. S. Aircraft
Corp. for several years. During the past 5 1/2 years
he was with Lycoming Div. of AVCO. At Lycom
ing he was responsible for developing all accessories
used on the T-53 and T-55 gas turbine engines, in
cluding the fuel and anti-icing systems and for in
tegration of accessories into the engine configura
tion.
David McClure, 31 Mariners Lane, Stamford,
Conn., is an administrator in the finance and ac
counting dept, of Union Carbide Metals Co.
Allison J. Briggs of Brewer is sales manager of
Briggs, Inc.
The Ohester Kennedys have a son who is now a
year old.
Bob Rupp presented trophies at the Maine Re
triever championships at trials held at Merrymeeting
Bay.
Lewis E. Clark is the University’s farm manage
ment specialist.
Philip M. Coffin has been given charge of the
construction dept, including changeover at the Mil
linocket Mill Room presently in progress.
Dick Arsenault is a state forester and lives in
Springvale. Recently there was a picture in the
Portland paper of Dick standing by a huge rock
in his back yard and wondering how he could make
the rock a part of his home landscaping.
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Mrs. Frank J. Schmidt
(Mary-Ellen Michaud)
1841 Clearbrook S. E.
Grand Rapids 8, Michigan
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As you can see, we have just had the joy of
moving. We just bought a spanking new house,
and friends are now drowning us with advice on
how to start a lawn—already!
Richard Ballou and Sally Mae Dike were mar
ried in October in Orange, Mass. Mrs. Ballou
was a graduate of Salter Secretarial School and
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is employed at the Orange National Bank. Rich
ard is employed at the Worcester County Electric
Co. The Ballous reside on Warwick Road, Orange.
Anny Berman and Maurice Diamond of Worces
ter, Mass., were married in November. The couple
reside in Framingham, Mass.
Donald Smyth has been awarded the Research
Award of the Battery Division of the Electrochemi
cal Society. Donald is section head in the Re
search and Engineering Laboratories of Sprague
Electric Co. in North Adams, Mass. He is the
second recipient of the award which was given
in recognition of a paper entitled “The SilverSilver Chloride-Chlorine Solid Electrolyte Cell.”
Robert Rushworth has qualified as the fourth
pilot ready to fly the X-15 into space. Robert
underwent a flight or “milk run” orientation flight
which restricted him to altitudes of around 50,000
feet and a speed of less than 1,400 miles per hour.
Hugh Lord recently spoke at the Penobscot
County Bowdoin Club in Bangor. Hugh is pres
ently an administrative assistant in the vice presi
dent’s office at Bowdoin College.
Glen Chute, secretary-treasurer of the Oxford
County Patrons Mutual Fire Insurance Co. of
South Paris, was recently elected president of the
Maine Association of Mutual Insurance Com
panies. The association claims as members 24 of
Maine’s Mutual Insurance companies.
Andrew Messner is serving as speech therapist
for the Vernon, Conn, school sytsem. This is the
first year the schools have had such a program.
Andrew is currently giving preliminary examina
tions to see what problems exist.
Vernon Tozer was elected first vice president of
the Orono-Old Town Kiwanis Club for the year
1960-61.
Walter Tweedie of Mars Hill was elected to
the State Legislature in the Maine Elections in
November.
News and addresses from dues cards:
Nancy Whiting just loves San Francisco. She
works at the Sequoia School, Lincoln Avenue,
Oakland, Calif.
Michael Chonko of 2316 11th St., Altoona, Pa.,
is now chief engineer and assistant plant manager
of the Altoona Pipe & Steel Supply Co.
George Labozzo, 1 Via Kircher, Rome, Italy, is
district representative of the Caterpillar Tractor
Co.
Hubert and Shirley (Howard) Hersey are living
in Newport, R. I., where Hubert is a physics
instructor at St. George’s School.
Edward and Raema (Schultz) Ornsteen have a
brand new daughter, Wendy, born Auugst 26.
Elwood Gray, 19 School Lane, Scarsdale, N. Y.,
is now dean of boys at Scarsdale High School.
Capt and Mrs. Ephraim Martin have returned
from a tour in Germany. Next they go to Fort
Dix, N. J. The Martins have two boys, Ephraim,
7, and Paul, 3.
Chester Galeucia has just joined Weston Instru
ments Div. of Daystrom, Inc., in Wellesley, Mass.,
as an industrial sales specialist. His territory
is Maine, N. H., Vt., and Eastern Mass.

U. S. Army Military Training Mission—Saudi
Arabia in April.
John C. Hazelwood is state agent for Royal
Globe Insurance Group in Roanoke, Va. He lives
at 1901 Warrington Rd., Roanoke, Va.
Donald E. Holdsworth, M.D., was married to
Camille Kulas of So. Windsor, Conn., last June
4. They are now living at 287 Summit Ave.,
Brighton, Mass.
John K. and Caroyln (Simpson ’53) McBride
have three children: Dorothy, 5, Karen, 4, John,
2 1/2, and should have their fourth family member
by now. John works for Neils Lumber Co., a
division of St. Regis. Their home address is Route
1, Libby, Montana.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Cameron, 30 Arcadia Dr.,
Rockland. He is guidance director at Rockland
High School. They have a new son, born Nov. 20.
Robert A. LaFountain has recently resigned as
town manager of Orrington and accepted a similar
job at Winooski, Vt.
Congratulations to Ralph C. Ham of Brewer
who won that city’s lone House seat to the Maine
Legislature in the November election.
Maurice and Shirley (Stillings ’53) Keene live
at Box 241, Rt. 3, North River Rd., Auburn.
They have a new family member, Steven Bruce,
born August 10.
Richard L. Watson now resides at 187 East
M cLellan Ave., Livingstone, N. J. Dick is Ad
ministrator for Microwave Control, Radio Corp.
of America in Harrison, N. J.
1953

Mrs. Philip E. Johnson
(Eini Riutta)
South Penobscot
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Brrrrrr—the calendar says it’s not too long
until spring but 1 wonder! The latest news of
53-ers:

Robert E. Packard of 8 Sunnyvale St., Beverly,
Mass., has been promoted to unit claim supervisor
at the Boston office of Aetna Casualty & Surety
Co. He joined the Aetna Co. in 1953 at New
York City and has served as assistant regional
supervisor at Concord, N. H., for the past four
years.
The Nov. 22 issue of the Bangor Daily News
carried a picture of Elmer Oulette and his wife
trading a basket of farm produce for a pair of
trousers in Freese’s Men’s Shop in Bangor. The
swapping took place as part of the annual meeting
of the Maine Farm Bureau. Five couples took
part in the produce for goods barter as they visited
Bangor and Brewer stores in recognition of Farm
& City Week.
Alan M. Walden has been transferred from
Washington, D. C., to New York by the Chapman
Valve M anufacturing Company. He and his wife
live at 321 Downs St., Ridgewood, N. J. Their
first child, Pamela, was born last May 13.
Lawrence “Larry” Bailey is a mapping surveyor
with J. L. Jacobs Co., appraisers and engineers,
and is presently mapping Blout County, Tenn.
Home address is: R.F.D. 1, Stroudsburg, Penna.
Frank P. Harrison (133 Main St., Bucksport)
has returned to Lubec High School for his fourth
year as instructor of mahematics and varsity
coach of basketball and baseball.
Elizabeth Jean Andrews, 86 Western Ave., Au
gusta, is a sub-primary teacher in the Hussey
School, Augusta.
Linwood “Woody” Carville and Jean (Grindle
’54) are living at 6 Sylvan Rd. in Orono and
would welcome any visits from those in the area
or alums who may be visiting the University. They
have two children, Debbie, 11/2, and Dougie, 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Muench (Lida Maxim)
moved to Portsmouth, N. H. (34 Wilson Rd.) a

’53 Alumna Visits Norway
Last fall Eini (Riutta ’53) Johnson was sent to visit Norway and the
Norwegian Housewives Association as the 1960 Frysinger International Fellow
by the Woman’s National Farm and Garden Association (in U.S.A.). She
flew to Finland by jet in early September and visited 43 relatives. Then her
official tour began with visits to many parts of Norway. Her hostesses were
members of the NHA and really gave her an opportunity to see the agricultural
developments of the country. There were many side visits to spots of cultural
or historical note and Eini was most impressed with the Norwegian way of life.
The intense national pride is marvelous. On her departure date of October 10,
she left Norway with mixed emotions. She had met so many wonderful people,
and yet the lights of New York couldn’t have looked better, for it was return
to her wonderful family and the opportunity to tell many garden groups about
their fine counterparts in Norway. Our congratulations to you, Eini, for being
selected as the Frysinger Fellow; we’re sure you were a fine American ambassador.

Mrs. Charles Begley
(Jeanne Frye)
Waldoboro
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Congratulations to George and Pat (Hashey)
Dennett on the arrival of Michael David, November
24 Michael has a big sister, Gay Ellen, 2 1/2. They
all live in Needham, Mass., where George, a Bosston University graduate, is teaching in the Need
ham schools. Pat writes she would love to see
any ’52ers who are down their way.
New Addresses:
Clayton A. Veno, 14 'Blanchard S t , Bangor.
He has been with Goodyear as industrial products
field representative since October 1952.
Sydney J. Page, Jr. of 212 Monterey Rd., South
Pasadena, Calif. He is secretary-treasurer of Elec
trical Appliance Service Corp. at 114 E. Wash
ington Blvd., Los Angeles 21, Calif.
Roger D. Gould, 52615 Fir Rd., Granger, Ind ,
is a Talos Missile Project Engineer, Bendix Mishawka Division, Mishawka, Ind.
Capt LeRoy W. Dyment, Jr., 073322, 345 Haw
thorne St., Monterey, Calif. LeRoy is going to
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The Johnson family at home— Down East Farm in South Penobscot,
Maine. 1. to r., Ed, Class of ’53, Tracy, 6, Peter, 1, Eini (Riutta 53, class
secretary), and Mark, 4.
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year ago. They have three children, George, 4*4,
Stephen, 3, and Kathleen, 1.
Mary Maguire received two degrees last year;
her M.S. in Library Science from Simmons Col
lege in Boston and her M.R.S. from Frank San
born Riley of Lewiston. (42 Davis St., Lewiston.)
Martha Ann White recently married Alfred
Lamar Chambers of Athens, Ga. The bridegroom
served with the Air Force in the Pacific.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Platt (Gloria Plissey) of
Lexington, Ky., welcomed their second son, Ches
ter, last August 4. Big brother is Walter, Jr.
Harry N. and Elizabeth (Kononen ’56) Berry,
30 McPhail St., Manchester, N. H., had a daugh
ter, Wendy Elizabeth, on July 3.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Whatley (Ann McKiel ’51)
announce the arrival of Janet Elizabeth on June
20. Other children include Billy, 5, Anne, 4, and
Timmy 16 mos.
In keeping with the Valentine season, may I
offer an “original” poem?
“Roses are red, violets are blue,
I’d sure welcome some news from you!”
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Mrs. Charles E. Lavoix
(Jane F. Mclnnis)
RFD 1, Ellsworth
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The ’54ers continue to do well in the news
making department.
Chester and Jane (Rodick ’56) Harris, Jr., Bruce,
6, and Cheryl, 5, own a home at 1 Gail Place,
Topsfield, Mass. Chet is a sales engineer in the
instrument department of General Electric Co. in
West Lynn.
Allen and Mary-Alice (Hastings ’55) Bancroft
are living at 200 Spurwink Ave., Cape Elizabeth.
Allen is an agricultural engineer with Agricultural
Engineers Inc., in Gorham.
Walter and Carolyn (Bradbury) Wight, children
Debra Ann, 4, and Douglas Lee, 10 mo., are en
joying the southern warmth while living at 815
Brandy Rd., Aiken, S. C. Walter is employed at
duPont at the Savannah River plant.
Howard Ainsworth writes that he and his fam
ily, which includes Ann, 3*4, and Suzie, 15 mo.,
have moved to Appleton, Wise.—address is 1311
W. Brewster. Along with his position as staff en
gineer with Valley Iron Works, he has found time
to win a few trophies sailing his Lightning 109 on
Lake Winnebago.
Robert Erickson has been transferred from
Portsmouth, N. H., to the main office of Western
Electric. Bob and Joanne’s (Roberts ’55) latest
edition is son David Robert, born Sept. 9, 1959,
and they are living at 354 Violet St., Massapequa,
L. I., N. Y.
Robert and Alice (Costello) Dillingham and
Susan Jane, 2, welcomed Russell Robert on
August 25 to their home at 45 Campus Ave. Bob
is employed at the Lewiston Sun and Journal.
Roland Kneeland and family are located at
Beech St., Gilman, Vt. Daughter Kathy Carol
joined the Kneelands Oct. 24.
Much to my surprise I received a Christmas
card from the North Pole. It wasn’t Santa: It was
Jackie (Thomas) and Lowell Knight! “ Buzz” is
stationed at Ladd Air Force Base with the U. S.
Army; in October he was promoted to captain.
Jackie reported a high temperature for the week
as -18 and a low of -38—brrrr. Children Tom, 7,
Pam, 6, and Cyndy, 2, welcomed newcomer Jenni
fer Lee August 9. The Knights’ mailing address
is: Co D 1st B.G. 9th Inf., APO 731, Seattle,
Wash.
George Shaw is at 7445 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago
26, Ill.; he is regional sales manager for Wiedemann
Machine Co.
Ronald Dow is a teacher at Stearns High School
in Millinocket.
Charles McCluskey and family, including two
sons, 5 and 6 months, can be found at 5 Melrose
Ave., Triangle, Va. Chuck is commanding an in
fantry company at Quantico, Va.
Harry O. Yates III will attend Ohio University
this year to earn his Ph.D. in forest entomology.
His address is 540 Montgomery Court, Buckeye Vil
lage, Columbus 10, Ohio.
Gerald Wass and his wife Vivian, a graduate of
Lasell Jr. College and a registered nurse, and daugh
ter Heidi, will be found in Blue Hill this January
where he will be practicing law. Gerry was gradu
ated from Boston University Law School and is
a member of the Maine Bar.
C. Thomas Hoyt is leading a very active life in
Brillion, Wise., where he can be reached at P.O.
Box 155. Currently he is serving as a cub scout
committee man and is very active in the Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
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Hannah Norton is a junior hematologist with
Smith, Kline and French Research Lab in Phila
delphia, Pa. Her address is 355 So. Henderson
Rd., King of Prussia, Pa.
Dr. and Mrs. Storer Emmett were guests of
honor at a farewell party given by the Rev. and
Mrs. R. F. Benson at the Reformed Baptist Church
parsonage in Old Town. Their address is now
P.O. Box 447, Livingstone, No. Rhodesia, Africa.
Charles and Judy (Hight ’56) McLelland wel
comed Bruce Cameron on December 31, 1959, to
join brothers Scott and Ken. The happy family
can be found at 2514 26th St., Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio.
Mrs. Richard Buchanan (Mary Pelletier) of Old
Town was installed as regent of St. Cecelia Circle,
Daughters of Isabella for the year 1960-61.
Recently Charlotte (Moreshead) Libby attended
the Maine-Connecticut game and spent the weekend
with Richard ’56 and Norma (Jose) Griswold at
their home at 265 Forest Dr., Wethersfield 9, Conn.
Charlotte and Robert can be found at 127 Bonnybank Terrace, So. Portland, where Robert is with
the Portland Pipe Line Corp. Charlotte is program
chairman of the U. of Maine Club of Portland
Alumnae.
Stanley Lavery has accepted a position as town
manager of Lisbon. For five years he has served
as town manager of Mars Hill. Stan and Ann
(Burns) have two children, Susan, 3 and Peter, 2.
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Miss Hilda Sterling
614 Lafayette Street
Jamestown, N. Y.
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Although we are snowbound in these parts, the
mail trucks are getting to us! So, you do not
have to wait until the spring thaw to send along
your news . . . Hint, hint, hint.
Ray and Liz (Pierce) Cross and their two sons,
Mark and Jeff, spent the Thanksgiving holiday with
Gene ’52 and Mona (Longfellow) Cunningham and
their family at 1506 East Shan, Crestview, Mobile,
Ala. The Cross clan motored from 3641 Forest
Glen Rd., Pensacola, Fla.
The Reeds—Hale ’54, Nancy (K arakas), Kim and
Dana—moved into their new home in July. The
address is Gerald Dr., R.F.D. 3, Rockville, Conn.
March 1, 1960, was moving day for Jack, Mary
(Litchfield), Johnny and David Whitworth. Their
new home is at 26 Rivera Lane, West Sayville, L. I.,
N. Y.
Ellen Dow has an apartment at 233 East First St.,
Salida, Colorado, where she began her teaching
duties on August 29. When she is not in the class
room, she is taking pictures of the Rockies.
David Dexter, district correspondent for the Guy
Gannett newspapers on the York County Coast,
has been named executive assistant to Congressman
Peter A. Garland. Dave and Peggy (Raymond ’54)
have a son, Daniel S. Dexter, III. They will be
living in Washington, D. C.
Elton Nisbet is a claims manager with the Em
ployers Group Insurance Companies. He lives at
9 Bartlett St., Waterville.
Dana Mayhew and his wife, Elaine, have two
children, Carroll Barton and Susan Marie. He is an
engineer with Sanders Associates, Nashua, N. H.
Mail can be sent to Box 431, Amherst, N. H.
Dolores (Viel) Serra is keeping house at 19 Goodblood Dr., Ayer, Mass. I am sure that she would
like to hear from her ole’ friends.
Thirty-one first grade pupils in Lexington, Mass.,
are learning their abc’s from Mary LaFlamme. Her
address is 33 Fordham Rd., West Newton 65, Mass.
“ Sam” Birch is teaching general science at the
Garand Street School, Winslow. We’d like to hear
from you and Mary (Strickland), Sam!
“Duke” ’56, Joan (Mason) Lane and their chil
dren, Meg and John III, make their home at 15
Manley St., Augusta. “Duke,” president of The
Lane Associates, Realtors, has his office at 114
State St., Augusta.
Keith ’57 and Karlene (Graham) Mahaney have
a son, Shawn. They are living in Boothbay Harbor,
where he is a member of the high school faculty.
Stanley Lavery, who has been town manger of
Mars Hill for five years, resigned this post to accept
a similar position in Lisbon Falls. His new duties
began around December 12. Stan and Anne (Burns
’54) have two children.
Richard Corbett, an army man since 1955, has
been stationed at Fort Benning for two years.
Previous posts were in Korea and Japan. His ad
dress is: Lt. Richard L. Corbett, 073992, Ranger
Dept., U.S.A.I.S., Fort Benning, Ga.
Maureen Reilly, Belmar, N. J., has announced
her engagement to Lt. (j.g.) Thomas Howarth, Jr.,
a naval aviator. After leaving Maine, he gradu
ated from Nichols Business College, Dudley, Mass.
Tom is stationed at the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst, N. J.

Doris Azizian, New Britain, Conn., became the
bride of Ernie Smart on September 10. Does any
one have their address?
Harry Harmon is teaching biology at Old Town
High School. Harry and his wife, Eva, a dietitian
at The Commons on campus, have a daughter,
Kathleen Ann. Their address is 167 Stillwater Ave.,
Old Town.
David Alexander has been transferred from the
Boston office to the New York office of J. O. Ross
Engineering, Division of Midland-Ross Corporation.
He joined the Ross Organization in 1956 and started
his sales career in 1958, in the Boston office. In
New York, he will be servicing the “ Empire State”
paper mills. David lives at 28 Beechwood Ave.,
White Plains, N. Y.
Robert Cormier received his master’s degree from
the State University of Iowa on June 10. The fol
lowing day, Donald Grant was awarded his Master
of Education degree in physical science at Pennsyl
vania State University.
Meryle Cronkhite has been appointed staff en
gineer in test equipment engineering at the Owego
facility of IBM’s Federal System Division. Meryle,
who joined IBM at Poughkeepsie in June 1956 as
a test equipment engineer, was transferred to Owego
in July 1957. He resides at 72 McMaster St., Owe
go, N. Y.
Toppan Kimball and his wife, Doris, have two
children, Susan and Toppan, Jr. The family lives
on Maple St., Cornish.
Clay Sinclair received his LL.B. degree from
Howard University on June 10. (At reunion, he
said that he had a job with a law firm in New
York City-.) Mail can be sent to Harbor Rd., Kittery Point.
Norman Andrews, who received his master’s de
gree in business and economics from Maine in
June, has accepted employment with the Delco
Division of the General Motors Corporation, Ro
chester, N. Y. He is working with data processing
systems. Norman, his wife and two children live at
789 Rinett Blvd., Rochester 19.
Erving Bickford is a sales engineer for the
Powers Regulator Co., Portland. Current address
is Casco Terr., Falmouth Foreside, Portland.
Kevin Cadieux has been appointed to the sports
staff at Dartmouth High School, Dartmouth, Mass.,
where he is directing football and baseball. He
had been a teacher-coach at the Middletown (R.I.)
Junior High School since 1955.
Last spring, Franklin Bucknell became manager
of the Eastern States Farmers Exchange warehouse
at Manchester, N. H. I understand that he is
“ batching” it in a trailer.
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North Star School
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Are those New Year resolutions taking a beat
ing? Or should that subject just be let alone?
Will proceed to more pleasant items of the 56’ers.
Stanley D. Furrow is doing graduate study in
chemistry at the University this year—write a line
or two to him at 71 Larkin Street, Bangor.
Barbara Willey became Mrs. W alter Prescott
Keyes of Winchester, Mass., last May. The couple
are living at 1 Brentwood Road, Woburn, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Johnson have a sec
ond son in the family—Dale Eric was born last
April. Bill and Mary are living at 21 Spruce
Street, Exeter, N. H.
Raymond L. and Gloria Mason are living at
19 Aldrich Road, Franklin Park, N. J., where
Larry has been recently promoted to assistant
manager of the Hugh W. Long Co,, an under
writing firm for four mutual funds. Larry and
Gloria have Scott, 6, and Lisa Jane, 2*4.
The Alfred Belisles have a son Scott Alfred,
born in October. The family lives at 34 Brent
wood Street in Portland.
Ken and Joan (Johnson) Bassett and daughter
Carolyn Jeanne are living at 955 Michigan in
Longview, Washington.
Art and Marilyn (Page) Thompson are busy on
their potato farm. This is A rt’s second year as a
state officer in the Maine Junior Chamber of
Commerce organization, and he does a good bit
of traveling throughout the state. Barbara, 4, and
Nancy, 1, complete the family circle.
Harland R. Caswell of 146 North Maple Street,
Fowlerville, Mich., has completed his first year
at the University of Detroit Law School. Harley
placed in the top one percent of his class. Con
gratulations, Harley!
Ralph J. Stephenson is working on a master’s
degree in history from the University this year.
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Ralph has earned his master’s in education from
West Texas College.
Rolando and Mary Jane (Mitchell, ’54) Miranda
live at 103 Elm Street in South Brewer where
Rolando is working with the Eastern Division of
the Standard Packaging Corporation. He has
gained his American citizenship and was happy
to be able to vote in the presidential election last
fall. Rolando is the newly elected president of
the Penobscot Valley Ski Club, and is busy dur
ing the summer with the U. S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary in Bangor.
Lloyd J. Jewett of Spring Street in Stillwater
is an instructor in agricultural economics at the
University—38 Winslow Hall.
Wallace A. Holbrook of 207 Yeonas Drive
S. W., Vienna, Va., is a senior electrical engi
neer; a member of the systems analysis group of
Melpar Inc. in Falls Church, Va. They have four
sons and a brand new home!
1957

Mrs. Gary Beaulieu
(Jane Caton)
484 Notre Dame Ave.
Manchester, N. H.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—153
Hugh (Sandy) Marshell is employed as a social
worker for the Dept, of Mental Health in Mass,
while attending B. U. School of Social Work—ad
dress 421 So. St., Wrentham, Mass.
Ben Day, wife Mary, and twin daughters, Judy
and Janet, are back in Maine after a two year
stay in Texas with Uncle Sam. Ben is working for
the Game Division State of Maine.
Frank Haskins, Reg. Army, Chemical Corps, and
wife Barbara (Whitmore ’56) are presently reached
at H. Q. Co. 4th Log. Comd. (C ). APO 122, New
York, N. Y.
Gene Toothaker—9 So. St., Farmington—
his VMD degree from the Univ. of Pa.
Buckley—20 Sewall Circle, West Scar
borough—is in his senior year at Portland Univer
sity Law School.
Barbie Moore is teaching in Collinsville, Conn.,
address High Street.
1 received a nice long letter from Pat (Rusty
King) Lincoln. She’s working at the Marrill Trust
Co in Bangor and busy at home taking care of her
two active children, Diane and Carlish 3rd. Carlish
is a senior at Maine this year. Rusty says that
although the faces on campus are no longer familiar
ones, she occasionally sees Joan (Delemater) Bilo
deau. Rusty and Carlish’s address is 19-E So. Apts.
U. of M., and they’d love mail'
Frank and Marilyn (Tarr) ’58 Smith have a new
daughter Kimberly Cheryl. The proud parents are
home at 75 Cedar Cove Rd., So. Swansea, Mass.
Weddings:
Eleanor Sutherland and Charles Sutton. Eleanor
is a nurse at Lying-In Hospital, Providence, and
Charlie is a civil engineer with the firm of C. A.
Maguire and Assoc. Mail will reach them at 12
Callender Ave., E. Providence, R. I.
Phyllis Sigler and Dick Pomeroy. Phyllis is a
grad of the University of Cincinnati and Dick is
a development engineer at Eastman Kodak. Their
home is 131 Normandy Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Alice Trocchi and Charles Wentworth. Alice is
a grad of the University of Massachusetts. Charlie,
who received his masters from the Univ. of Mass.,
is presently at Fort Dix.
Engagements:
Katherine Leakos of Madison to John Watson.
Judith Hudak of Milford, Conn., to Tom Saucier.
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Miss Kathie Vickery
2403 Nichols Ave., Stratford, Conn.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—350
Happy New Year Everyone! It was so good
to hear from many of you during the holidays—
but if you didn’t find the time to jot down those
few lines, how about right now!
Besides deserving congratulations on the birth
of a son in D ecem ber Dave Sleeper received $150
for a patent which he developed for the Hotpoint
Co. in Milwaukee. He, his wife Ann (Christiansen)
and two children, are living in Shelburne, Vt.
Mark Edward, the new son of Shirley (Hodg
kins) and Earl Feinman, 194 Main St., Cooperstown, N. Y., was born last Aug. 17.
Edward and Doris (White) Smith are living at
191-07 37th Ave., Apt. 4A. Flushing 58, N. Y.
Ed, a graduate of Fordham University, and Doris
both work at Mutual of N. Y. Life Ins. Co.

FEBRUARY-, 1961

Lou Cook, who is teaching and working on
his master’s degree at Johns Hopkins, may be
reached at Box 6 McDonogh School, McDonogh,
Md. Lou also writes that Bob Trefethen is sta
tioned at Larson Air Force Base in Washington.
Gerry Coulombe, 97 Webster Ave., Port Wash
ington, N. Y., is teaching English in Paul D.
Schreiber High School in Port Washington. He
received his M.A. from Maine in 1960.
Liz Walker is on the nursing staff at Boston
Children’s Hospital and is residing in Brighton,
Mass.
Llewellyn Nelson received his master’s in zo
ology last August and is now an instructor of
Zoo at Maine. His mailing address: Coburn Hall,
Campus.
Pat Callan, who was until recently Phi Kappa
Sigma’s field secretary, has been appointed the
fraternity’s executive secretary. Still a bachelor,
Pat makes his home at Phi Kap’s Exec. Sec.
Apartment at the Philadelphia Headquarters Bldg.
Bill Robinson, his wife Elizabeth (Donovan),
and his wonderful family of four, are living at
64 Crossback Ave., Winthrop, Mass. The chil
dren, Rosemary, Maureen, William, and Kevin,
range in age from five and a half years to three
months. Bill is teaching the sciences at Reading
H S.
And Laurel Kealiher’s current address is 1664
Columbia Rd., N.W., Washington 9, D. C.
Cyn Rockwell is back in the East! After a year’s
sojourn in Denver, Colo., she is living at home on
117 Mystic St., West Medford, Mass. And Cyn is
very happy about her new position working in the
bacteriology department at Tufts Medical School.
And my wonderful news? During the holidays
I became engaged to Joseph Nisco, 1955 graduate
of Northeastern University in Boston and teacher
of French and Spanish at Reading H. S., Reading,
Mass. Joe and I are planning to be married in
Bangor in July, after which we will make our
home in the Boston area.
1950

Miss Suzy Dunn
21 Chauncy St., Apt. 44
Cambridge, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—515
1st Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
Before giving you some current addresses, may I
extend my belated best wishes for the New Year
ahead.
Tom and Sara (Boyd) Sawyer are residing at
104 Atlantic Ave., Boothbay Harbor. Tom is teach
ing at Boothbay High while Sara is home with their
two children. Suzanne and Debra.
Bea Reynolds, who is residing at 255 Penobscot
Av e , Millinocket, is teaching at Stearns High
School. She spent the summer as graduate assistant
in costuming at Ohio University.
Walter and Bobbi (Lanigan ’56) Fullerton are
living at 654 Magee Ave., Rochester, N. Y. They
now have two children, Jeff and Lynne Susan.
Sylvia Gadaire is now teaching at Longmeadow
High School.
William Delaware is working as a chemical en
gineer for International Paper Co. His address:
18 Stoddard Ave , Glens Falls, N. Y.
Adam and Gail (Walker) Leighton were mar
ried July 16, and are now living at 20 Sligo Rd.,
Yarmouth Adam is field supervisor for Travelers
Insurance Co , while Gail is teaching school.
Joan Wales, a social studies teacher at Brunswick
High, is residing at 33 Hennessey Ave., Brunswick.
After teaching school last year, Gwen Hughey
has accepted a position as home demonstration
agent in Franklin County. She lives at 44 High St.,
Farmington.
Nancy Roberts has completed her dietetic intern
ship at Mass. General Hospital and is now nutri

tional advisor for Eastman Kodak Co. in Rochester,
N . Y.
George Wells and family are now residing at 224
No. Charlotte St., Pottstown, Pa. George is em
ployed by the Bethlehem Steel Co. as a civil engi
neer.
Roland Baillargeon is now teaching at Winsted,
Conn. His new address is Old Colebrook Rd. in
Winsted.
Ruth Sinclair is living at 151 Park Drive, Apt.
24, Boston 15, Mass., while doing graduate work
at Simmons College.
Chester Chase is teaching high school science
and math in Ashland.
The marriage of Ernie Park and Elizabeth Ann
Denham took place on December 23 in Houston,
Texas. Elizabeth is from Bellaire, Texas.
Ronald Webster is a graduate student in psy
chology at Louisiana State University. His address
is 12565 University Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

1960 Miss. Elizabeth

Colley
197 Fairfield Rd.,
Caldwell Township, New Jersey
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—612
I want to thank all of you who have written
giving me your new address. Some of you won’t
be “in print here” ’til next month!
The following people have had engagements
announced and will be busy planning for spring
and summer weddings. Anne Carroll of Southwest
Harbor to Donald DeGolyer. Don is now employed
with the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and
Waters. Mary Gentile ’61 of Auburn to Donald
Lewis and Betty Colley to Mark Shibles, Jr. Ruby
Olive of Mt. Vernon and Roger Plaisted have also
announced their engagement. Roger is presently
employed as an electronics engineer for the Ra
dio Corporation of America at Burlington, Mass.
Philip and Cathy (Ayer) Curtis are now living
at 13 Greenwood Ave in Winthrop. Phil is teach
ing at Monmouth Academy, and Cathy is doing
child welfare work in Augusta. Living at 292
Main St. in Calais are George ’58 and Dorothy
(Dettloff) Bourassa. Clarence and Joanne (Poirier)
Bickford are residing at 14 College Ave. in Waterville. Clarence is presently employed by the
Federal Trust Co of Waterville in Unity. Mr. and
Mrs. Merele C. Warner are enjoying a winter in
Florida where Mr. Warner is working for the
new University of South Florida, as well as
working towards his degree. Their address is
2309-111th Ave., Tampa, Florida. Donald and
Dorothy (Devereaux) Small are presently living in
the vicinity of Washington, D. C. Don is with
the Navy Bureau of Ships in Washington, D. C.
and Dotti is working in the Hematology Depart
ment of the Arlington Hospital.
Sylvia Stoody is teaching home economics to
7th and 8th graders at Kings Philip Jr. High
School in West Hartford. Her address is 56
Whiting Lane, West Hartford, Conn.
Second Lt. Joseph A. Dion is a tactical officer
with the Ordnance Dept, at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md. William Glenn Vanderliet has been
chosen among students from 38 different colleges
and Universities throughout the nation to take
part in a fifth-year teacher-training program at
The Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Md.

MAINE MINERAL DISPLAYS
Visitors Welcome all the year
GEM CUTTING, Special order jewels, Maine
Tourmalines, Fine and rare gems and diamonds
for Collectors or engagement purposes.
PERHAM’S MAINE MINERAL STORE
Rt. 26 at Trap Corner, West Paris, Maine.
—(inexpensive or expensive items)—

FEBRUARY IS HEART FUND MONTH
Keep your heart in the right place
Give generously to this worthy cause
Heart Fund volunteers will call at your door
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Reproduction from a color print, from a series, "Scenes of Early Portland." Copyright 1946, The Canal National Bank of Portland. Portland, Me,

W in te r Scene— C asco
» «.,
Our first minister. P a rson Smith, the indefatigable diarist of Portland's
’beginnings, writes under date of Jan u ary 14, 1752, that Casco Bay and the
harbor were frozen over so hard that he and his wife and others took an excur
sion to Brunswick and return, all of the journey on the harbor ice. His party
passed over Harrisecket Bay in going and returned directly from Brunswick
across the Bay " outside Maquoit Island to New Casco and thence to the
Beach home.,,r

In February. 1844, there is record of the harbor freezing from shore to
shore, all the inner islands being caught in the ice. Many ships were frozen
in as they lay at the docks.

That this fact was not an unusual occurrence is attested by many other
entries in the good Parson’s diary. It seems to have been quite the thing to hold
sleighing and skating parties on the harbor ice during the long and cold winters.

To expedite the delivery and despatching of their m erchandise “ seventy
or eighty" m erenants of Portland turned out on the third day of the great
freeze armed with ploughs, saws and axes. ' Working all day from sun-up
to dark, this busy army of volunteers carved a channel through the solid ice,
extending from the Union Wharf to Fort Preble, a distance of more than two
miles.

' Many times logging teams were driven over the ice that formed between
the coves of the mainland and the town landing, as the shortest and easiest
way to bring in the royal masts and ships timbers which constituted the chief
industry of the settlement at the time.

This is the first recorded instance, it is believed, that the ice in the harbor
was broken to allow the passage of ships. Previously, ships that were caught
by the freezing waters of the harbor when they lay at anchor, or at the docks,
lay there until the tem perature moderated.
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1803— Maine’s First Bank

C a n a l R a t i o n a l 'B a n k
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Portland

188 Middle Street

\

14 Congress Square
Pine Tree Shopping Center
337 Forest Avenue
North Gate Shopping Center
Monument Square (449 Congress Street)
Saco
Yarmouth
Gorham
180 Main Street
93 Main Street
11 Main Street
South Portland
Old Orchard Beach
41 Thomas Street
Veterans’ Square
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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